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ABSTRACT

DEVELOPMENT OF AN ADVANCED STEM HEATING MODEL

Joshua L. Jones
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Masters of Science

A new one-dimensional heat conduction model for predicting stem heating during
fires is presented. The model makes use of moisture and temperature dependent thermal
properties for bark and wood. Also, the thermal aspects of the processes of bark
swelling, desiccation, and devolatilization are treated in an approximate fashion.
Simulation with a surface flux boundary condition requires that these phenomena be
accounted for. Previous models have used temperature-time boundary conditions, which
prevents them from being directly coupled to fire behavior models. This model uses a
flux-time profile for its boundary condition, making it possible to eventually couple it to
fire behavior models. Cambial mortality predictions are made through the incorporation
of a cell mortality model. The model was developed and validated with laboratory
experiments on four species.
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Chapter 1 – Introduction
1.1 Introduction to the Problem
Prescribed burning is a tool frequently used by the US Forest Service in
maintaining the national forests. With successful burns, debris littering the forest floor
can be cleared out. Tree species can be selectively chosen for certain areas by burning
out the seedlings of competing species. Fires can assist some species in releasing seeds
for new trees. While it is commonly used, prescribed burning is not fully understood.
There are no existing predictive tools for determining which trees will die and which will
survive under prescribed conditions. This work is intended to provide a tool which will
help to make such predictions.
By way of explanation it is instructive to consider what happens to a tree when
exposed to a forest fire. In general, forest fires follow the wind and move toward fresh,
unburned fuel. In effect, the fire moves like a wave front through the forest, leaving an
ashen, inflammable area behind. If a fire is hot enough and resides near a tree long
enough there are three general structures that can be injured: the crown, stem, and roots
(Dickinson and Johnson 2001a). When flames are tall, the crown of the tree can be
injured as the living tissues of the branches and needles will be damaged. If the fire is
very hot near the ground level the tissues of the roots can be damaged. Any fire that
passes by the stem of the tree can cause necrosis in the cambial tissues. If the combined
effect of these three modes of injury has sufficient magnitude the tree will die.
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The objective of this thesis is to consider the mortality of trees based on the mode
of cambial necrosis alone. The cambium lies directly beneath the bark and it is made up
of the progenitor cells for the wood and bark (see Fig. 1.1). It also contains tissues
critical for vascular circulation. A tree is very unlikely to survive having its cambium
“girdled,” or killed all the way around the circumference of the tree stem (Durcey et al.
1996). During low-intensity ground fires (a common scenario for prescribed burns),
neither roots nor crowns are generally injured (Peterson and Ryan 1986). These lowintensity fires can, however, induce girdling of the cambium. Predicting tree mortality as
a result of cambial damage is thus an important part of forest management. The value of
the ongoing research in this area was summed up well by Durcey et al. (1996) when they
asserted the need for decision-making tools for predicting tree mortality.

Figure 1.1: A cross section of a tree stem in fire conditions showing basic
anatomy.

2

Empirical models have been used to estimate tree mortality given fire and forest
conditions.

More predictive methods based on physical phenomena are possible,

however. Tree mortality caused by extensive cambial necrosis can be predicted using
numerical heat transfer models. The heat and mass transfer models typically used by
engineers are quite complex in this application. Accurate models for stem heating in
trees must be able to handle the living tissues of trees with their discontinuous layers,
varying moisture content (with the potential of mass transfer), volatile material, and
various boundary and initial conditions. Kayll (1963) demonstrated some of the other
difficulties of the stem-heating problem such as variations in bark thickness, species,
moisture, and spatial considerations.
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Chapter 2 – Review of the Literature

2.1 History of Modeling Stem Heating
2.1.1 Early Studies
Predicting tree mortality is not a recent endeavor. The present state of the art of
modeling heat transfer to tree stems can be best understood after reviewing the following
chronology.

Researchers have often done similar research but focusing on different

species or in different ecosystems. For this reason many studies are touched on only
briefly here.
Initially, scientists did qualitative studies on trees’ abilities to survive forest fires.
Flint (1925) conducted a prime example of this kind of qualitative study. Seven factors
were considered which seemed to have the most effect on trees’ survivability in fire
conditions: bark thickness, root habitat, resin content of bark, branch habitat, stand
habitat, flammability of foliage, and lichen growth. Eleven Idaho species were rated
qualitatively in each of these characteristics and given a relative degree of fire resistance
for each. Starker (1934) built on this and suggested that a rating scale of fire resistance
was needed for different tree types.
Macarthy and Sims (1935) introduced an empirical method for estimating tree
mortality rates resulting from fire. The predictions were based on observing the mortality
of trees after fires had passed through. Shirley (1936) conducted controlled experiments
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on different plant tissues in heated baths to determine lethal temperatures for plants.
Relations for temperature-time curves and tree mortality are still used and Shirley’s work
cites many early sources regarding how long plants can withstand given temperatures.
Increasingly more quantitative studies replaced these early, qualitative studies. In
the 1950’s and 1960’s it was realized that in order to quantitatively approach the problem
of tree stem heating, the thermal properties of the trees’ tissues would be needed. Several
studies were conducted to characterize the thermal properties in wood and bark (with
varying temperature and moisture). Studies were conducted to determine bark thickness,
density, thermal conductivity, heat capacity, moisture absorption and desorption, and
other sundry properties (see Hale 1955, Millikin 1955, Martin 1960, Spalt and Reifsnyder
1962, Martin 1963a, 1963b, 1967, Reifsnyder et al. 1967, Lamb and Marden 1968, and
Martin and Crist 1968).
In the 1960’s, interest in tree stem temperatures led to exploring the thermal
response of trees in the extreme conditions of forest fires.

Thermistors and

thermocouples with their improved temporal responses, and data logging capabilities
made possible accurate recordings of transient temperature measurements in fire
situations. The experiments ranged from actual fires to laboratory simulations. At this
point, tree mortality from forest fires became an issue that could be approached
quantitatively.
Martin and Davis (1961) recorded and analyzed the temperatures near ground
level during surface fires to help characterize the thermal dynamics. Kayll (1963) placed
thermocouples at the surfaces and cambiums on trees and applied heat with a propane
torch. The required heating and cooling times for different species and sizes of trees
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were analyzed. Martin (1963b) recorded surface temperatures for trees during lowintensity fires. Suggestions for actually calculating tree mortality based on temperaturetime curves were also made.
Fahnestock and Hare (1964) conducted field experiments in which bark surface
temperatures were compared for headfires and backfires (headfires are fires which burn
in the down wind direction, whereas backfires burn into the wind). It was found that the
leeward portions of tree stems experience more intense heating than do the windward
portions.

Cambial temperature-time curves were compared to surface temperatures.

Hare (1965) also conducted experiments to determine the time required for the cambium
to reach lethal temperatures for different tree sizes and species. This was accomplished
by burning the surface with a propane torch and recording temperatures.
Gill and Ashton (1968) applied a known heat flux (making use of radiant heaters)
to tree stems in a laboratory experiment. The surface and cambial temperatures were
observed to show the time lag between the cambial and surface temperatures. The
influential work of Vines (1968) was very similar to that of Gill and Ashton except that
Vines worked with living trees in the field.
In the 1980’s the U.S. Forest Service became interested in predicting tree
mortality given fire conditions. Peterson and Ryan (1986) and eventually Ryan and
Reinhardt (1988 and 1989) developed empirical models to predict the probability of tree
mortality. Given some forest and fire conditions, forest managers could make reasonable
predictions on tree mortality using a set of graphical representations of the relationships
between parameters (see also Greene and Shilling 1987).
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2.1.2 Recent Studies
In the 1980’s and 1990’s even more powerful computers arrived and with them
came considerably more sophisticated modeling.

Finite-differencing methods for

modeling heat transfer are highly applicable to the stem-heating situation (see Patankar
1980 and Incropera and DeWitt 1981).

Scientists began to apply these numerical

methods to model forest fire stem heating in a more quantitative way than ever before.
Some of these models were compared to experimental results and they proved to be quite
accurate.
Keane (1991), in an unpublished project in environmental biophysics, used a onedimensional Taylor-series approach. This model included a treatment of moisture in the
bark, but the work was not validated by experimentation. Rego and Rigolot (1990) used
a one-dimensional Taylor-Series finite differencing approach, treating the stem as an
infinite slab. The predictions for cambium temperature-time curves had a slightly slower
time response than experimental data. Costa et al. (1990) used a two-dimensional control
volume approach, treating the stem as an infinite cylinder.

The predictions of

temperature-time curves are slightly faster in time response than their experimental data.
Dickinson et al. (2001b) have a work in progress which suggests a nondimensional analysis for predicting cambium temperature-time profiles. This model is
contrasted with a numerical model. It has been suggested that mortality predictions could
be made by combining a numerical heat transfer model with a model of the denaturation
of proteins at elevated temperatures. Dickinson is currently investigating the effects of
temperature, protein denaturation, and cambium necrosis.
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Potter and Andresen (2002) developed a two-dimensional scheme, which was
used to simulate the daily temperature cycles in tree stems caused by solar radiation and
convective heat exchange with the surroundings. One of the novelties of Potter and
Andresen’s model is that it is driven by a heat-flux boundary condition, which provides
utility for predicting the thermal response of the stem subject to an imposed heat flux.
For daily temperature changes Potter and Andresen’s model is sound, and predicted stem
temperatures match experimental measurements well.

This model was not used,

however, to simulate stem heating from fires.
This is the current state of the art. It has been thought that a more advanced
model could be built that will take data from the fire behavior models to predict tree
mortality. The need has been for a computer model that predicts tree mortality given the
inputs to the fire behavior model: bed type, wind speed, etc. The ultimate model would
use the best possible geometry, thermal property relations, initial conditions, boundary
conditions, and treatment of bark moisture and devolatilization. Such a model could go
one step further than existing models: it could use transformations of calculated
temperature-time curves to actually predict mortality through protein denaturization.
Forest managers could enter a few parameters (such as weather parameters, stand
characteristics, etc.) into a simple computer program and quickly receive quantitative
information on expected tree mortality. With the ability to generate such information,
they would be better equipped to manage the forests with optimal efficiency. Creating
such a model is the purpose of this thesis research.
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2.2 Cell Mortality Models
Past work has suggested that there exists a certain lethal temperature for cambial
necrosis. Usually scientists use a value between 55° and 60°C. If the cambium were
ever subject to temperatures above this lethal temperature then cambial necrosis is
predicted.
While these lethal temperatures may give a rough estimate for predicting tree
mortality, they are not intuitively sound. Tissues subjected to high temperatures for a
short duration can often survive.

Conversely, tissues subject to more moderate

temperatures can be killed if the heating is of a long duration (see Shirley 1936). It is not
sufficient to know the temperature only, the duration must also be known. Thus models
that predict mortality must feature time-at-temperature as a predictor for mortality. One
early method for finding tree mortality is that discussed by Martin (1963a), who showed
a simple method for determining mortality given temperature as a function of time for
Douglas Fir. This approach is limited for Douglas Fir.
Dickinson (2002) has developed an approach which allows thermally induced cell
mortality predictions based on species-specific rate parameters. The mortality of tissues
is described by a “one-hit” model, which is given as

dV
= −κ ⋅ V (t )
dt

(2.2)

where V is a viability value between 1 (survival) and 0 (cell death), t is time, and κ is a
species specific rate parameter. Given a prediction of temperature as a function of time, a
prediction of cell mortality can be made by integrating Eq. (2.2) with respect to time.
The rate parameter κ is a function of temperature, which is in turn a function of time.
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Thus V is a function of time and temperature through κ. As a cell is heated, it loses
viability over time. Typically when a cell begins to lose viability, it quickly drops below

V=0.5 to nearly V=0, so cells whose viability drops below 0.5 are considered dead.
This cell mortality model can be used to predict cell death at the cambium. It is
possible for a tree to survive even if the cambial tissue is destroyed on one side of the
tree. In fact, in order for tree death to occur as a result of stem heating, the stem must be
“girdled,” which means that the cambium must be killed around the majority of the
circumference of the tree. It is reasonable to say that a tree needs approximately 15%20% (circumferentially) of the cambium to survive (Durcey et al. 1996).

2.3 Contribution of the Current Research
Though numerical stem heating models with good results have been published in
the past, this work makes a significant contribution. The experimental validation done in
this research is far more extensive than in any previous work of a similar nature.
Typically published numerical stem heating models have only included two or three
experiments to validate the model. In this research 57 experiments are included to
validate the model over a range of species. Four species will be modeled in this research.
Two of the species are softwoods common in western US forests: Douglas Fir
(Pseudostuga menzeiseii) and Ponderosa Pine (Pinus ponderosa). The other two species
are hardwoods common in central US forests: Red Maple (Acer rubrum) and Chestnut
Oak (Quercus prinus).
Secondly, this research models the tree stem with a heat flux boundary condition.
One model has been published that used a flux boundary condition (Potter and Andresen
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2002), but it was used to model normal daily temperature cycle in tree stems, not fire
conditions. All other numerical models for heat transfer in tree stems subjected to fire
conditions have used temperature boundary conditions. As it is the aim of this work to
provide a model capable of being coupled to a fire behavior model, it is imperative that a
heat flux boundary condition be used. Fire behavior models cannot determine the surface
temperature of a tree stem because the temperatures inside the stem would be required,
which is beyond the reach of fire behavior models. They can, however, be used to
predict heat flux to the surface of trees. This research therefore represents the first model
which can eventually be linked to a fire behavior model.
This research is intended to make tree mortality predictions by linking the heat
transfer model to cell mortality models. The cell mortality models predict the death of
cells based on the magnitude and duration of heating. This research represents the first
linking of heat transfer to cell mortality models. The model of Dickinson (2002) is
incorporated into the heat transfer model in order to demonstrate the cooperation of the
two models in making mortality predictions.
In short, the model in this thesis provides the heat transfer component to a tool
capable of predicting tree mortality based on the burning conditions chosen by a forest
manager. When prescribing a burn, the managers can use this tool to evaluate the tree
mortality expected should they choose to conduct the burn.
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Chapter 3 – Modeling Methods

3.1 Numerical Model
3.1.1 Geometry
Tree stems have often been treated as infinite cylinders in heat conduction
models. The geometry is appropriate and lends itself readily to numerical methods. For
tree stems in the size range of about 10 cm diameter and larger the heat from fires of
typical duration does not effectively penetrate to the center of the tree. This is due to the
high thermal resistance and capacitance of both the moist wood and bark, and the short,
albeit intense, heat pulses produced by fires as they move past tree stems. In cases where
little or no energy reaches the center of an infinite cylinder, the heat conduction can be
approximated as being locally one-dimensional.

This local one-dimensionality is

fortuitous, since multi-dimensional models are not only more complicated to use, but they
are computationally expensive.

In this model the stem will be modeled with one-

dimensional heat conduction. The two-dimensional effects will be explored in a later
chapter.
3.1.2 Control Volume Approach
The governing equation for unsteady, one-dimensional, cylindrical heat
conduction in the absence of volumetric sources is:
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∂ρi 1 ∂  ∂T 
=
 rk

r ∂r  ∂r 
∂t

(3.1)

where ρ is density (kg m-3), i is the specific internal energy (J kg-1), T is temperature (K),
t is time (s), and k is thermal conductivity (W m-1 K-1). The internal energy i is related to
temperature through the specific heat, c, as di = cdT. Note that the thermophysical
properties may be functions of both temperature and moisture content. Equation (3.1) is
integrated over a small, finite annular control volume shown schematically in Fig. 3.1,
and a finite time step after the manner of Patankar (Patankar 1980):

re

t + ∆t

∫ ∫

rw

r

r

t

e
∂ρi
dtdr = ∫
∂t
rw

t + ∆t

∫
t

∂  ∂T 
 rk
drdt
∂r  ∂r 

(3.2)

where re and rw represent radius values at the so-called east and west boundaries of the
control volume, respectively, and t and t+∆t represent sequential times in the simulation.
The integration yields

[(ρi ) − (ρi ) ]∆r = k r T δ−r T
o



o
e e

E

P

− k wo rw

e

TP − TE 
∆t
δrw 

(3.3)

where the superscript “o” indicates an evaluation of the term at the previous time step. If
it is assumed that the density changes only minimally from one time step to the next,

ρ ≈ ρ o , and the left-hand side of Eq. (3.3) reduces to

[(ρi ) − (ρi ) ]∆r = ρ (i − i )∆r
o

o
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o

(3.4)

The difference in specific internal energy between the two time steps may be evaluated
from
T

i − i o = ∫ cdT

(3.5)

To

Further assuming, consistent with the evaluation of density over the time step, that the
specific heat may be evaluated at the previous time step temperature, c ≈ c o , Eq. (3.4)
now becomes

[(ρi )− (ρi ) ] = ρ c (T −T )
o

o o

P

o
P

(3.6)

Further evaluating the thermal conductivity in an explicit fashion (at the previous time
step), the finite difference equation, Eq. (3.3) becomes


ρ o c o (TP − TPo )∆r = keo re


TE − TP
T −T 
− k wo rw P E  ∆t
δre
δrw 

(3.7)

Equation (3.7) may be cast in a general form as

aPTP = aETE + aW TW + b

(3.8)

where the coefficients in Eq. (3.8) are

aE =

keo re
δre
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(3.9a)

aW =

a P = a E + aW +

b=

kwo rw
δrw

(3.9b)

ρ o c o (re2 − rw2 )
2∆t

ρ o c o (re2 − rw2 )
2∆t

TP0

(3.9c)

(3.9d)

Here, TP is the temperature at the node of interest at time t+∆t, TW is the temperature of
the adjacent node to the west at time t+∆t, TE is the temperature of the node to the east at
time t+∆t, TP0 is the temperature of the node of interest at the current time t, keo and kwo
are the conductivities at the east and west control volume walls at t, and δre and δrw are
the distances to the neighboring nodes to the east and west, respectively (see Fig. 3.1).

Figure 3.1: Schematic of a one-dimensional control volume used in the
development of the numerical model.
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Equation (3.8) can be generated for each of n cells in the spatially discretized
stem to create a system of n simultaneous equations expressed implicitly in terms of the n
unknown temperatures at each time step. Thermal properties are assigned to each node
based on the material at that node: wood or bark (thermophysical properties will be
discussed in detail in a following section). The thermal properties are calculated at each
node based on temperature and moisture levels from the previous time step. These
properties are considered uniform throughout the small control volume surrounding each
node of the grid. The system can be solved for the radial temperature distribution at each
time step, provided the two boundary conditions are supplied.
3.1.3 Boundary Conditions
At the centerline, symmetry prevails:

 ∂T 

 =0
 ∂r  r =0

(3.10)

As stated previously, symmetry about the stem centerline is valid as long as the heating
around the circumference of the cylinder is uniform, or, serves as an accurate
approximation if the thermal wave penetration to the stem centerline is negligible. The
boundary condition used at the tree outer surface r = ro is:

k

∂T
∂r

(

r = ro

) (

= α (G flame + G surr )− εEb Tr = ro − h Tr = ro − T∞
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)

(3.11)

where the right-hand side of Eq. (3.11) represents the instantaneous net heat flux to the
stem.

The terms Gflame and Gsurr are the irradiation incident on the stem from the flame

(

)

and the surroundings, respectively; Eb Tr = ro is the blackbody emissive flux evaluated at
the stem surface temperature Tr = ro ; and α and ε are, respectively, the total (spectrally
integrated) absorptivity and emissivity of the stem surface. The last term on the righthand side of Eq. (3.11) is the convective heat transfer between the surrounding gases at
temperature T∞, which is driven by the convective heat transfer coefficient h. Generally
speaking, Gflame and Gsurr are a complex function of the flame and surrounding radiative
environment, and their accurate determination would require rigorous modeling of the
thermal radiation transfer. Further, the convective heat transfer coefficient h will depend
strongly on the flame geometry and thermal environment (wind speed, temperature, stem
size, etc.). It should be noted that the tree stem surface is effectively black to radiative
absorption and emission, and thus α=1 and ε=1.
3.2 Thermophysical Physical Properties

3.2.1 Moisture Profiles
Moisture varies from the center of a stem through each layer to the surface. The
moisture profiles in this model were adapted from that published by Martin (1963a).
Martin supplied a generic moisture profile for hardwoods and one for softwoods. In this
model moisture profiles for the two hardwood species (Douglas Fir and Ponderosa Pine)
are based on Martin’s hardwood moisture profile, while the softwoods (Red Maple and
Chestnut Oak) are assigned Martin’s softwood profile. In order to describe the moisture
profiles used for each species, Fig. 3.2 illustrates the generic moisture profile with
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parameters labeled. Table 3.1 then lists the values of the parameters in Fig. 3.2 used for
the species in this thesis.

Figure 3.2: The generic moisture profile.

Table 3.1: Moisture Profile Parameters by Species

Species

Douglas Fir

Ponderosa Pine

Red Maple

Chestnut Oak

P1

0.50

0.63

0.99

0.99

P2

0.167

0.26

0.50

0.50

P3

0.0667

0.1852

0.20

0.20

P4

4

6

1.5

2.9

The first three parameters, P1 through P3, are adapted from Martin’s moisture
profiles.
thickness.

The last parameter, P4 is the ratio of total bark thickness to inner bark
These values were determined from observations and measurements

conducted along with the validation experiments. If the moisture of the inner bark, the
stem radius, and the total bark thickness are known, they can be used with the values in
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this table to determine the moisture profile for a given stem. From the moisture content
determined by this moisture profile, all other moisture dependencies can be derived.
Finally, it became apparent that the moisture profile used for most of the
experiments, used to simulate the moisture profile in mature trees, is not appropriate for
the smaller diameter, juvenile trees. The moistures measured for trees below roughly 5.5
cm were fairly uniform from the center to the surface. The moisture profile used for
these small, juvenile trees was modified accordingly. Uniform moisture was used from
the center to the surface, with the exception of about one millimeter at the surface, which
was treated as outer bark moisture in the mature trees. Only a few Red Maple and
Chestnut Oak fell into this juvenile category.
3.2.2 Thermophysical Properties
The anatomy of tree stems generally includes five basic layers: heartwood,
sapwood, vascular cambium, inner bark, and outer bark. It is desirable to model the stem
with all of these layers treated separately. However, due to a paucity of thermophysical
properties in the literature for these various materials, it is not possible to treat all layers
rigorously. For this model, the heartwood and sapwood are lumped together. The
composite of heartwood and sapwood will be called ‘wood’ hereafter. Similarly, while
the bark is composed of living inner bark and dead outer bark, these are of a necessity
considered to be the same material, denoted ‘bark’ hereafter. Due to the fact that the
vascular cambium is generally very thin compared to the wood and bark thicknesses, it is
treated simply as the interface between the bark and the wood. Thus, as an engineering
approach, the modeled stem consists only of a wood core surrounded by a bark layer.
Fortunately there are some data available for the moisture dependence of thermal
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properties for both wood and bark. It is therefore possible to account for some of the
material difference between sapwood and heartwood, as well as between inner bark and
outer bark by varying their respective moisture contents. For this study an effort was
made to use the most detailed thermal properties available. Martin (1963b) has provided
temperature and moisture dependent thermal properties for bark. Simpson and TenWolde
(1999) have provided relations for thermal conductivity dependent on moisture content
and heat capacity dependent on moisture and temperature for wood.

3.2.3 Thermophysical Properties of Wood
Simpson and TenWolde (1999) report information on thermal properties of
milled, kiln-dried heartwood. For thermal conductivity (W m-1 K-1) the following relation
is given:

k = γ ( 0.1941 + 0.004064M ) + 0.01864

(3.12)

where γ is the specific gravity based on oven dry wood and M is moisture content (%).
This relation accounts for variations in species through the specific gravity. Simpson and
TenWolde caution that this relation is valid for wood at room temperatures, specific
gravity greater than 0.3, and moisture values below 25%. While the moisture levels of
the wood samples used in this study are significantly higher than this limit, no other
conductivity relations are known to the author for higher moistures. Thus Simpson and
TenWolde’s thermal conductivity relation is used and extrapolation is necessary.
Simpson and TenWolde report that wood structure affects conductivity, and some
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species-wise variation in wood conductivity can therefore be inferred.
assumed here that Eq. (3.12) may be invoked for a general model.

However, it is
The temperature

dependence of the thermal conductivity of wood is not well documented. It has been
reported that there is a 2 - 3% increase in thermal conductivity for every 10 deg C
increase in temperature (Simpson and TenWolde 1999). The lack of more specific
relations makes it necessary to make assumptions about the temperature dependence of
conductivity. The development of this model neglects the temperature dependence of
thermal conductivity for the woody portions of the stem. The validity of this assumption
can be verified by a parametric study with the finished model. Increasing the thermal
conductivity by 3% per 10 deg C temperature increase amounts to less than 0.5 deg C
difference in predicted peak cambial temperature for a case typical of those reported here.
This small difference suggests that temperature dependence of thermal conductivity in
the woody portions of the stem can be neglected. For heat capacity there is a large
dependence on both temperature and moisture.

The following expression for heat

capacity (J kg-1 K-1) of milled, kiln-dried heartwood has been given:

 c + 0.01Mc w

c = 1000 ⋅  0
+ Ac 
 1 + 0.01M


(3.13a)

c0 = 0.1031 + 0.003867T

(3.13b)

Ac = M (−0.06191 + 0.000236T − 0.000133M )

(3.13c)
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where c0 is the heat capacity of oven dry wood (in kJ kg-1 K-1), Ac is an adjustment for the
energy in the water-wood bond (in kJ kg-1 K-1), cw is the heat capacity of water (in kJ kg-1
K-1), T is temperature in Kelvin, M is moisture content percent, and c is the heat capacity
of the wood. This relation holds for temperatures from 7°C to 147°C. It is likely that
there is some species-wise variation in heat capacity of wood. Simpson and TenWolde
do not discuss this and it is neglected in this model as well.
The moisture content of the wood varies from the center of the tree, through the
heartwood and sapwood to the vascular cambium.

The following relationship was

created to calculate the moisture dependent density of hardwoods (based on the moisture
profile described above):



 P1 − P 2
 
⋅ r + P 2  ⋅ µ 
 rd
 

ρ = ρ w 1 + 


(3.14)

where ρw is the density of the dry wood, rd is the radius to the vascular cambium, r is the
radial location of interest, µ is the peak moisture fraction of the inner bark (water mass
divided by dry mass), and the parameters P1 and P2 are given in Table 3.1. Note that the
relation applies from the center of the tree to the vascular cambium only; it does not give
the densities of the bark layers. Equation (3.14) approximates the density profile based
on the radial moisture variation reported by Martin (1963a), and the dry wood density
provided by Simpson and TenWolde (1999). The density is normally between 400 and
700 kg m-3 for milled kiln-dried heart wood.
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3.2.4 Thermophysical Properties of Bark
Martin provides moisture and temperature dependent relations for the thermal
properties of bark (Martin 1963a; b).

For thermal conductivity, in W m-1 K-1, the

following relation is given:

k = 0.0419 ×
[0.005026 ρ + 0.013241ρ m + 0.0078(T − 273.15) − 0.397]

(3.15)

where ρ is the density of the dry bark (kg m-3), ρm is the moisture density (calculated by
subtracting the dry bark density from the moist bark density), and T is temperature in
Kelvin. Martin gives heat capacity as:

c = 4186.8 × [0.264 + 0.00116(T − 273.15) + M m c w / 4.19 + ∆c ]

(3.16)

where c is in J kg-1 K-1, Mm is the ratio of water mass to bark mass, T is temperature
Kelvin, cw is the heat capacity of water in kJ kg-1 K-1, and ∆c = 0.305Mm (cal g-1 ºC-1) for

Mm < 0.27 or 0.0832 for Mm > 0.27 (where Mm is the moisture fraction). Bark densities
are calculated for each control volume based on the local moisture content, be it inner
bark or outer bark.
Bark thickness is one of the primary factors affecting the cambial temperatures.
While some species have relatively smooth bark, the mature trees used in this study had
relatively rough exterior surfaces, with the thickest areas (characterized by plates)
dominating the surface area. However, a non-negligible fraction (visual observations
reveal estimates of up to 15%) of the area around the stem is characterized by relatively
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deep fissures which can result in local bark thickness on the order of one-fourth that at
the maximum plate thickness. A nominal bark thickness is a required input to the model.
For this study, the bark thickness was measured for a number of specimens at several
locations on the thick plates of bark rather than in the fissures. It is suggested that the
fissures subtend only a small fraction of the stem surface and thus, if heated enough, local
lesions under fissures will occur at the cambium. However, in order for girdling of the
entire cambium to occur, cells must be thermally damaged under the thick plates as well
as under the fissures. For these reasons the system was modeled for bark thicknesses
characterized by the thick plates. Admittedly this is a three-dimensional phenomenon,
but on a local basis the heating can be well described by a one-dimensional model. The
validity of the local one-dimensionality assumption is quantified in Chapter 5.

3.3 Physical Phenomena

3.3.1 Desiccation

Local moisture content in the stem affects density, heat capacity, and thermal
conductivity, as well as the desiccation phenomenon to be described in this section.
While the thermophysical properties are moisture-dependent, it will be shown hereafter
that a major impact of water content in the stem is heat absorption through phase change.
The evaporation of water within the bark thus acts as an additional protective barrier
against temperature increases that can damage the stem. Simply put, if there is moisture
being driven off in the bark, the local temperature cannot exceed the saturation
temperature (at the local prevailing atmospheric pressure) until all moisture is vaporized.
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The mass diffusion of the water vapor is not rigorously modeled here. To avoid solving
the mass diffusion equation, a simplistic approach is taken in which it is assumed that the
water vapor freely moves out of the bark. This approach also avoids the need of knowing
the species-specific porosity properties for bark.
In the model, the desiccation effect is treated on a local basis.

When the

outermost control volume with moisture still present reaches the saturation temperature
(nominally 100ºC, and decreasing with increasing elevation), a constant-temperature
phase change is approximated numerically by imposing a locally infinite value of specific
heat. The net energy into the control volume is accumulated over time until the latent
heat of vaporization of the initial water mass in the control volume has been met. After
vaporization is complete, the control volume is thereafter considered to be desiccated and
further heat absorption results in a temperature rise. As stem heating progresses a
desiccation front moves deeper into the bark. While it is recognized that moisture may
exist in both bound and free forms (Haygreen and Bowyer 1996), only the desiccation of
free moisture is modeled. The initial free moisture content is determined by laboratory
drying tests, as described in a section to follow. In this way it is possible to model the
thermal transport in the stem as it is desiccated, as an approximation which neglects the
physics of radial mass diffusion of water through the porous medium of the bark. The
approximation is that the water vapors in the model escape with no resistance and that
their effect on the material they flow through is negligible. If there were some resistance
to the escaping of the vapors, the effect would be to elevate the temperature at which
desiccation occurs. So modeling in the approximate manner described here uses, if
anything, a low end temperature for the desiccation reaction.
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3.3.2 Devolatilization
During the high-temperature combustion of solid fuels, solid heating drives
volatile species from the sample. This occurs over a range of elevated temperatures after
initial drying (desiccation), and is called devolatilization, or pyrolysis. The pyrolysis of
volatile materials is simulated in a manner similar to the desiccation, albeit at a higher
temperature. Different devolatilization reactions occur at different temperatures with
varying associated heats of pyrolysis. However, there is only a limited understanding of
these numerous reactions (Tillman et al. 1981). For the purposes of this study it was
deemed impractical to attempt to model all of these various devolatilization reactions.
Rather, an engineering approach is taken in which a single devolatilization reaction is
initiated at a temperature of 200ºC. This temperature corresponds roughly to the onset of
devolatilization of Douglas Fir stems (Susott 1982). The value for the latent heat of these
devolatilization phase changes is difficult to determine, especially since the model lumps
several devolatilization reaction into one. Here, the latent heat for the devolatilization
reaction is assumed to be that of water at 200ºC, in order to give a single value to the
lumped reaction which has a physically plausible value. Since the validity of this value
for latent heat was unknown, a parametric study was conducted which varied the heat of
devolatilization. The model’s sensitivity to the value of the latent heat for this reaction is
subject to further discussion in the sensitivity studies in a Chapter 5. Modeling pyrolysis
in this manner creates a devolatilization front that penetrates into the bark just behind the
desiccation front.

Control volumes behind the devolatilization front are considered

completely pyrolized.
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3.3.3 Bark Swelling
During the experiments in this study, it was observed that the bark of Douglas Fir
swells as heating occurs. For the Douglas Fir considered in this study, bark swelling was
significant, while other species (e.g., Ponderosa Pine, Chestnut Oak, and Red Maple)
were observed under similar conditions to have negligible bark swelling. Bark swelling
presents yet another mechanism for reducing the heat transfer to the cambium. As the
bark swells, it becomes a porous matrix with a lower effective thermal conductivity and
hence, imposes a heightened resistance the imposed external heat flux. Rather than
simulate this phenomenon by increasing the cell size consistent with the swelling, the
local thermal resistance was increased by an amount corresponding to the expansion. For
a very thin cylindrical shell (corresponding to an arbitrary annular control volume), the
thermal conduction resistance R may be expressed as a function of the shell thickness l,
and thermal conductivity k as R = l/k. While a given local bark layer is within the
temperature range corresponding to bark swelling, the layer thermal conductivity is
reduced by a factor that yields a thermal resistance that would result from an increase in
layer thickness. For Douglas Fir, experiments on specimens with mature bark revealed
swelling which results in the final bark thickness 20 – 35% greater than the initial bark
thickness. This is characterized by measurements from a work in progress (Jimenez et al.
2003). The bark swelling measurements were accompanied by instantaneous surface
temperature measurements using infrared thermography. These measurements revealed
that swelling begins when the tissue temperature reaches approximately 180 - 250ºC. In
this study swelling is allowed at the completion of desiccation, because Jimenez et al.
have determined that the phenomenon is moisture driven.
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The modeled results reveal that a local increase in thermal resistance (decrease in
thermal conductivity) by a factor of 1.75 yields overall bark swelling of the order
observed experimentally (120 - 135%). This factor of 1.75 was determined iteratively by
guessing a factor, running the model, and comparing the overall modeled bark expansion
with the overall observed bark expansion (120-135%). The guess value was adjusted
until an acceptable agreement was reached between the overall bark thickening predicted
by the model, and that observed experimentally.
It has been found by Jimenez et al. (2003) that the amount of overall bark
thickening in fires is a function of diameter. Measurements of overall bark thickening
were made for trees of several different diameters. Figure 3.3 shows the data from these
bark swelling experiments. Superimposed on the bark thickening data are the predictions
of bark swelling for the eight modeled cases for Douglas Fir (the full results of which are
to follow). The reasonable agreement here gives confidence in the local bark swelling
factor of 1.75 used to model Douglas Fir.

1
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Figure 3.3: The modeled overall bark swelling shown with the measured
overall bark swelling from Jimenez et al. (2003).
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3.3.4 Charring
As the desiccated, devolatilized bark temperature rises, charring may occur.
Charring is the oxidation of the solid carbonaceous material that remains after all
moisture and volatile matter has been driven off. Although only a thin portion of the
original bark chars, the thermal properties of the charred layer affect the rate of energy
transfer into the vital tissues of tree stems. Unfortunately, no published information on
the thermal properties of charred bark was found. Given the lack of any applicable data,
the following approximations were used to model the heat transfer through the char
(Martinez 2003). For thermal conductivity and heat capacity, values of k = 0.05 W/m2K
and c = 840 J/kg K, respectively, were used. Given that the fraction of volatile material
in bark has been reported as 73% (Tillman et al. 1981), the density for charred cells is
approximated by multiplying their desiccated mass values by 0.27 (the fraction of nonvolatile material), and dividing by the local cell volume. The heat release due to solid
fuel oxidation has been neglected.

The infrared thermography measurements also

indicated that charring began when the surface temperature reached approximately 300 350ºC.
3.3.5 Summary
Modeling of the combined effects of desiccation, devolatilization, bark swelling,
and char formation may be summarized as follows. When a particular radial location
reaches the saturation temperature corresponding to the prevailing atmospheric pressure
(nominally 100ºC at sea level), the layer begins to desiccate in a constant-temperature
process. When all local water content has been evaporated, the bark swells (if applicable
to the species) and local temperature rise is once again allowed until the layer reaches the
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temperature corresponding to the onset of devolatilization (200ºC). A second constanttemperature process now prevails until the volatile mass fraction is depleted, at which it
is assumed the layer is charred with corresponding properties.

3.4 Numerical grid

The stem radius was discretized in an exponential distribution to achieve greater
resolution near the stem’s outer surface where temperature gradients are steepest.
Several spatial grids were tested ranging from 50 to 1200 nodes. Results from modeling
a typical data set (which will be described in Chapter 4) with 50, 150, 300, and 1200 are
shown in Fig. 3.4.

The model predictions were found to vary significantly with

refinement when the grid was coarse, and as the number of nodes was increased the
predictions converged toward a grid-independent solution. A 600-node grid was selected
because it provided a compromise between accuracy and computational expense. In a
similar manner it was found that a time step of 0.0625 seconds yields time stepindependent solutions.
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Figure 3.4: A plot showing solutions obtained with different grid resolutions.

3.5 Mortality

For predicting mortality the cell mortality model of Dickinson (2002) was
employed discretely at each time step, for each control volume. Equation (2.2) was
discretized to be integrated over the duration of modeling. Initially, control volumes
were set at a viability level of unity and as the temperature rose the discrete form of Eq.
(2.2) was used to calculate the loss in viability of each control volume at each time step.
This was accomplished by using the nodal temperature to calculate the value of κ, the
mortality rate parameter. Allowing the loss in viability to accumulate throughout each
time step gave a final viability to each control volume in the stem.
When modeling was complete, control volumes with less than 50% viability were
considered dead, and the remainders were considered to have survived. Measuring from
the surface of the model tree to the innermost extent of cell death provided depth-of-kill
values.

A depth-of-kill value greater than the bark thickness can be interpreted as

cambial mortality.
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Chapter 4 –Experimental Validation

Four tree species have been modeled in this research.

Two of the species,

Douglas Fir and Ponderosa Pine, are softwood species typical of the Rocky Mountain
forests. The other two species, Red Maple and Chestnut Oak, are hardwoods and are
characteristic of central forests. This chapter describes experiments for model validation
conducted by the Forest Service on all four species.
4.1 Douglas Fir and Ponderosa Pine

The experiments on soft wood species were conducted in and around the USFS
RMRS Fire Laboratory in Missoula, Montana.

The Douglas Fir experiments were

conducted in February 2002, and the Ponderosa Pine experiments were conducted in
March 2003.

For these two species the model was validated by comparing the

temperature history at the cambium predicted by the model, to that measured by
experiment. This approach was taken because the temperature history of the cambium is
the main determining factor in stem mortality; if the temperature is well predicted,
mortality predictions should be good as well.
4.1.1 Douglas Fir Laboratory Burns
Sections of freshly cut Douglas Fir were instrumented with two heat flux sensors
at the surface and either two or six thermocouples under the bark. Figure 4.1 illustrates
schematically the arrangement of the instrumentation, and Fig. 4.2 is a photograph
showing the sample. In order to place the thermocouples as near the cambium as possible
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0.32 cm diameter holes were drilled roughly 15 cm deep along the interface between the
bark and wood, parallel to the stem axis. The Type K thermocouples (nominally 0.7 mm
bead diameter) were sheathed in 0.32 cm diameter ceramic sheaths and inserted into the
drilled holes. Where possible, these thermocouple locations were positioned under the
thick plates in the bark. More precise thermocouple placement location was determined
by dissecting the bark after the burn was conducted. The thermocouples were inserted
from the top or bottom of the specimens so as to lie along isotherms and disturb the heat
flow as little as possible.

Measuring temperatures under the bark was intended to

quantify temperatures at the vascular cambium. Not surprisingly, measurements from the
multiple thermocouples revealed considerable variation in temperature, with as much as
16 deg C difference in peak cambial temperature observed. These measurements were
averaged for comparison with the model predictions. The variation in peak cambial
temperatures among the several thermocouples is quantified by presenting the maximum
spread in individual temperature measurements.
Schmidt-Boelter type heat flux sensors (Medtherms) were used to measure heat
flux at the surface of the test specimens.

Two holes of 2.5 cm diameter were drilled

normal to the bark surface for mounting the heat flux sensors (see Fig. 4.1). When
mounted, these faced outward so as to measure the total (radiative and convective) heat
flux incident on the gage. The diameter of the stem sample sections was sufficiently
large that the center hole drilled to accommodate the heat flux sensor lead wires had a
negligible effect on the temperature measurements at the cambium. The typical setup is
also shown in the photograph of Fig. 4.2.
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Figure 4.1: Oblique view and bottom view showing how the instruments
were inserted through the bottom surface of a section of a tree
stem during the laboratory experiments.

Figure 4.2: Photograph of the experimental setup for the laboratory burns.
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The bark thickness and moisture are critical parameters in the model. Bark
thicknesses and moisture content were measured before each burn. As modeled by the
moisture profile of Fig. 3.2, the inner bark moisture fraction is a required input. This was
determined for the stem samples tested experimentally by sectioning the bark into inner
and outer regions, and making careful weight measurements on the inner bark before and
after drying. The bark moistures were determined on a dry mass basis, calculating the
ratio of the difference in wet and dry bark weights to the dry bark weight. For the stem
samples modeled here, the inner bark was approximately one-fourth the thickness of the
outer bark. Further, the outer bark moisture content was nominally one-fifteenth that of
the inner bark. These relative thicknesses and moisture contents were imposed in the
model as shown in Fig. 3.2. Dry dark density was determined to be 440 kg/m3 (average
value over the range provided in Spalt and Reifsnyder 1962) and dry wood density was
taken from Simpson and TenWolde (1999) as 520 kg/m3.
A kerosene-soaked rope was wrapped around the perimeter of the stem at the
bottom of the sample, wired into place at the base of the stem, and ignited to simulate a
surface fire, in a manner similar to the experimental procedure of Russell and Dawson
(1995). The method resulted in heating around the entire sample. It was hoped that the
corresponding heat transfer would be symmetric around the test specimen. The duration
of the burn could be controlled by the diameter of the rope used. The stem heating done
in this manner yielded heat flux magnitude and burn duration that were similar to
measurements obtained in actual surface fires (Hengst and Dawson 1994). Typically the
duration of these laboratory burns was approximately ten minutes, after which the flames
subsided.
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Table 4.1: Measurements of the experimental stem sections (Douglas Fir).

Experiment

Diameter

Bark Thickness

Inner Bark
Moisture

1

29.2 cm

1.2 cm

81%

2

29.2 cm

1.3 cm

89%

3

31.8 cm

1.6 cm

87%

4

34.2 cm

2.1 cm

80%

Results from the four Douglas Fir experiments are presented as part of the model
validation exercise presented later. Table 4.1 shows the measurements of the stem
section diameter and bark thickness used in each of the experiments. The moisture
content in the chart refers to the moisture at the inner bark. These measurements were
used as input for the four cases reported here. Two heat flux-time curves were recorded
for each of the experiments (denoted “Series 1” and “Series 2”), and these data were the
basis for the instantaneous heat flux imposed at the stem surface. Modeling the system
revealed that the cooling of the heat flux instruments seemed to progress at a much higher
rate than the tree stem itself. The problem manifested itself when early modeling efforts
resulted in reasonable peak cambial temperatures, followed by final temperatures several
degrees cooler than the measured values, indicating the heat flux imposed during cooling
was not characteristic of the actual cooling of the stem surface. This was particularly a
problem for conifers where the bark was thick and the charred layers created strong
insulation. The copper instruments were able to conduct heat to their surface much more
quickly than the surrounding bark. To remedy this problem the heat flux series were set
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to a value of zero after cooling of the instrument began. This had little or no effect on the
peak cambial temperatures predicted, while allowing the cooling in the model to better
imitate the cooling of the tree stem.
The

predicted

experimental data.

under-bark

temperature-time

curves

were

compared

to

As stated previously, there was some spread in temperature

measurements among the multiple thermocouples used. Comparisons are made here
between prediction and the average temperature from the thermocouples, and the spread
in measured temperature data is characterized by noting the maximum difference in
multiple cambial temperature measurements.
4.1.2 Ponderosa Pine
The pine experiments were conducted in a manner similar to those of Douglas Fir.
Table 4.2 below shows the measured parameters for the eleven burns conducted on
Ponderosa Pine. These experiments were conducted from 27 February 2003 through 7
March 2003. Ponderosa Pine has a thicker outer bark, in relation to the inner bark
thickness, than does Douglas Fir. A ratio of inner bark thickness to total bark thickness
of 1/6 was used for Ponderosa Pine (in comparison with 1/4 for Douglas Fir). Also, it
was noted that bark swelling was negligible for Ponderosa Pine, and thus bark expansion
was neglected in modeling this species. A dry bark density of 340 kg/m3, and Simpson
and TenWolde’s (1999) dry wood density of 380 kg/m3 were used for Ponderosa Pine.
Table 4.2 gives the parameters for the eleven experiments on Ponderosa Pine.
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Table 4.2: Measurements of the experimental stem sections
(Ponderosa Pine).

Experiment

Diameter

Bark Thickness

Inner Bark Moisture

1

22.3 cm

1.3 cm

153%

2

21.6 cm

1.0 cm

153%

3

24.4 cm

1.0 cm

153%

4

20.8 cm

1.0 cm

153%

5

14.0 cm

1.5 cm

100%

6

12.7 cm

0.85 cm

100%

7

11.7 cm

1.2 cm

227%

8

11.0 cm

0.85 cm

227%

9

10.5 cm

0.75 cm

227%

10

10.2 cm

0.70 cm

156%

11

7.7 cm

0.45 cm

156%

4.2 Red Maple and Chestnut Oak

The experiments for Red Maple and Chestnut oak were performed in the Vinton
Experimental Forest, near Athens, Ohio. The general instrumentation was similar to the
lab burns conducted in Montana, but there were some subtle differences. In general the
specimens for the Ohio experiments were smaller in diameter, to the extent that it was
only practical to use one heat flux gage in a stem. Also, generally fewer thermocouples
were used. The details of these experiments are contained below.
For these hardwood species it was possible to use a chemical stain called
tetrazolium trichloride (TTC) to determine the depth-of-kill incurred by the experimental
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fires. TTC reveals cell respiration with a reddish color. Cells that are not respiring cause
the stain to appear greenish. Depth-of-kill is thus indicated by at the interface between
green and red coloration. For the validation of the model, the depth-of-kill was measured
from the surface of the stem to the transition from green to red tissue. Since this
measurement is a very direct approach to measuring tree mortality, kill depths were used
to validate the model for Red Maple and Chestnut Oak instead of temperature histories at
the cambium. Unfortunately, the tissue structures in Douglas Fir and Ponderosa Pine do
not lend themselves to TTC staining as do Chestnut Oak and Red Maple.
4.2.1Red Maple
Data from 21 experiments on Red Maple were used to validate the model for this
species. Unlike the experiments for Douglas Fir and Ponderosa Pine, the Red Maple
experiments were conducted in the field. For these burns a tree stem was removed from
its place in the forest, instrumented, and placed on an artificial fuel bed. The fuel bed
generally consisted of a combination of straw, forest litter, and small wooden boards.
Igniting the fuel bed at one end and allowing the fire to move slowly toward the tree stem
simulated the effects of a prescribed burn. Figure 4.3 diagrams these experiments.
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Figure 4.3: A diagram of the Red Maple fuel bed experiments.

Three thermocouples were inserted downward just under the bark into holes that
were drilled parallel to the axis of the stem. The tips of the thermocouples, when in
place, were never closer than roughly 4 cm to the heat flux instrument. The heat flux
gage was inserted from the back through a hole cut to fit. The heat flux instrument was
typically 15 cm above the ground (meaning the soil surface). The fuel bed was filled with
a variety of fuels including straw, excelsior wood shavings, forest understory litter, and
even wooden cribbing. Table 4.3 lists the specifications of the different experiments
conducted in this manner. The dry wood density was 457 kg/m3 and dry bark density
was 592 kg/m3 (values were determined by measurements in the field).
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Table 4.3: Measurements of the experimental stem sections (Red
Maple).

Experiment Name

Diameter

Bark Thickness

Inner Bark Moisture

5 back

13.6 cm

0.48 cm

70%

6 front

9.9 cm

0.46 cm

55%

6 back

9.9 cm

0.52 cm

55%

7

4.1 cm

0.16 cm

65%

8

13.1 cm

0.7 cm

65%

9

5.5 cm

0.26 cm

68%

10

9.2 cm

0.39 cm

71%

11

7.5 cm

0.32 cm

70%

12

12.5 cm

0.39 cm

76%

13

12.1 cm

0.46 cm

65%

14

7.3 cm

0.2 cm

82%

15

9.3 cm

0.28 cm

66%

17

15 cm

0.53 cm

57%

18

11.8 cm

0.49 cm

49%

19

15 cm

0.45 cm

53%

20

12.4 cm

0.46 cm

59%

21

12.7 cm

0.39 cm

75%

22

10.3 cm

0.51 cm

70%

23

9 cm

0.43 cm

65%

24

11.7 cm

0.46 cm

61%

25

5.6 cm

0.21 cm

83%
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4.2.2 Chestnut Oak
Some of the Chestnut Oak experiments were rope burns, similar in most respects
to the rope burns done in the lab on Douglas Fir. The main difference for the Chestnut
Oak rope burns is that the trees were burned alive, in their place in the forest. The
remaining Chestnut Oak experiments were plot burns like those described above for Red
Maple. Table 4.4 lists the specifications of trees for the Chestnut Oak experiments.
Experiments numbered 28 through 34 were rope burns.

The rest were plot burns

identical to those described for Red Maple. The dry wood density was 573 kg/m3 and dry
bark density was 742 kg/m3 (values were determined by measurements in the field).
Moisture measurements were not available for all of the Chestnut Oak
experiments. Experiments 49, 52, 53 and 54 were the only cases were moisture was
available. The moistures for the rest of the experiments were set at the average for these
four experiments.
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Table 4.4: Measurements of the stem sections (Chestnut Oak).

Experiment Name

Diameter

Bark Thickness

Inner Bark Moisture

28 oak

10.9 cm

0.59 cm

66%

29 oak

9.5 cm

0.46 cm

66%

30 oak

7.8 cm

0.54 cm

66%

31 oak

11.2 cm

0.38 cm

66%

32 oak

12.7 cm

0.61 cm

66%

33 oak

12.2 cm

0.55 cm

66%

34 oak

16.4 cm

0.75 cm

66%

38 oak

5.5 cm

0.67 cm

66%

39 oak

5.6 cm

0.16 cm

66%

41 oak

8.3 cm

0.81 cm

66%

42 oak

8.5 cm

0.75 cm

66%

43 oak

5.5 cm

0.52 cm

66%

45 oak

4.5 cm

0.54 cm

66%

46 oak

7.5 cm

0.70 cm

66%

47 oak

4 cm

0.56 cm

66%

48 oak

5.3 cm

0.62 cm

66%

49 oak

4.6 cm

0.46 cm

78%

50 oak

4.1 cm

0.46 cm

66%

52 oak

3.3 cm

0.36 cm

65%

53 oak

5.8 cm

0.58 cm

59%

54 oak

4.5 cm

0.42 cm

60%
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4.2.3 Correcting Heat Flux Measurements
A correction was made to the measured heat flux to make the flux imposed in the
model more accurately represent the flux at the actual tree surface. This correction was
necessary because the heat flux instrument is materially different from the wood and bark
of the trees.

The copper instrument is denser and has a much higher thermal

conductivity. It can conduct heat into the deeper, cooler parts of the tree stem faster than
the bark can conduct heat. The result is a lower temperature at the face of the instrument
than the surface of the tree surrounding it. Infrared measurements show that temperature
differences between the surface of the instrument and the surface of the tree easily reach
200-400 deg C (see Fig. 4.4). This difference in temperature causes the gage to receive a
higher convective flux than the tree surface. It would therefore be inappropriate to use
the heat flux measurements directly. The heat flux measurements can be used, however,
as long as they are corrected for the difference in temperature between the gage and the
tree surface. It should be noted also that the heat flux instruments used in this research
were designed to absorb all incident radiation regardless of their temperature, thus the
radiative heat flux measured by the instruments requires no correction.
The correction of the surface flux is derived in the following manner. The actual
heat flux experienced by the surface of the tree is given by:

q' ' = q ' ' rad + q' ' conv −q ' ' emit

(4.1)

where q"rad is the heat flux due to radiation incident on the tree stem, q"conv is the flux due
to the flames convecting energy into the surface, and q"emit is the flux due to the surface
radiating to its surroundings at ambient temperature. The heat flux instruments record
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Figure 4.4: An infrared image showing the cool gage surface the dark circle
in the center) against the hotter tree surface. Both the bark and the
gage are effectively black body radiators.

q"rad directly and this term does not require correction. The q"emit term is simply εσ(T4Tsurr4) where T is the current surface temperature, and Tsurr is the surrounding temperature
i.e. the laboratory temperature (note that bark has an effective emissivity ε=1). The term
that requires correction is the q"conv term. This requires correction because the instrument
and tree surface are at different temperatures and thus the driving potential for convective
heat transfer is different for each surface. The following formula is invoked to correct the
difference:

q' 'conv =

q' 'tree
⋅ q ' 'a
q' 'e
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(4.2)

where q"tree is the convection to the tree surface given by q' 'tree = h ⋅ (T flame − Ttree ) , q"e is

the convection to the instrument surface given by q' 'e = h ⋅ (T flame − Tgage ) , q"a is the

convective flux measured by the instrument (total flux minus radiative flux), Tflame is the
temperature of the flame, Ttree is the surface temperature of the tree, and Tgage is the
surface temperature of the heat flux instrument. Next, a relation between the surface
temperature of the tree and the surface instrument is assumed, based on infrared
observations indicating a 200 deg C temperature difference between the gage surface and
the tree surface at peak temperature. The relation used for this research was:
 373.15K 
Tgage = (Ttree − 300 K ) ⋅ 
 + 300 K
 573.15K 

(4.3)

where Ttree is the current surface temperature provided by the model. This relation allows
for a 200 deg C difference between the tree surface and the instrument surface when the
tree surface is at 600ºC. This value 200 deg C will be denoted symbolically as ∆Tmax
hereafter. At room temperature Eq. 4.3 shows that the surface temperatures of the gage
and the tree are equal. The difference in temperature between the gage and tree surfaces
is assumed to vary linearly, as shown in Fig. 4.5. The basis for these values comes from
experimental infrared observations such as those shown in Fig. 4.4, which reveal that
during an experiment, the difference in surface temperature between the gage and the tree
can vary from 200-400 deg C when the tree surface is at the peak. This relationship is a
subject of consideration in the sensitivity studies in Chapter 5.
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Figure 4.5: A plot of the assumed relationship between Tgage and Ttree.

Substituting Eq. 4.3 into Eq. 4.2, and then substituting the result into Eq. 4.1 gives Eq.
4.4, the corrected heat flux used in this model (compare with Eq. 4.2).

(T

q' ' = q ' ' rad +
T flame

flame

− Ttree ) ⋅ (q' 'tot − q' ' rad )



 373.15K 
− (Ttree − 300 K ) ⋅ 
 + 300 K 
 573.15K 



4
− σ ⋅ Ttree

(4.4)

Equation 4.4 uses a nominal flame temperature Tflame=1200K, the total and radiative heat
fluxes measured by the gage (q"tot and q"rad, respectively), and the modeled tree surface
temperature Ttree, to provide the heat flux at the boundary of the model.
It should be noted here that the method for correcting the surface flux detailed
here is a necessary step for validation purposes only, and is not necessary in the ultimate
use of the model. When using the model under circumstances where the correct heat flux
at the tree surface is used, the portion of the model detailed here must be removed.
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4.3 Validation Results

4.3.1 Douglas Fir
Figures 4.6(a) – 4.6(d) show predicted cambial temperature as a function of time
for each of the two different measured flux-time series (denoted Series 1 and Series 2) in
Experiments 1 - 4. These simulated temperatures are compared to the experimentally
measured cambial temperature (average of all cambium thermocouples used).
Experiments 1 and 2 featured only two cambial thermocouple measurements.

In

subsequent experiments (3 and 4) six cambial thermocouples were placed in an even
distribution around the stem circumference to observe the variation in the heating around
the sample. After initial testing it was deemed desirable to use six thermocouples rather
than just two because of the variability of the heat flux around the stem.

No

thermocouple could be placed in the same location as a heat flux sensor. Thus, none of
the temperature profiles recorded experimentally corresponds spatially with the
temperature profile simulated for the measured heat flux. This and other issues discussed
later, render model validation difficult.

Using six thermocouples allowed for

comparisons with several temperature profiles and more importantly, it makes a more
reliable average temperature profile.
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of predicted and experimentally measured temperature-time
behavior under the bark for Douglas Fir experiments, as well as the heat flux
measurements used in modeling these curves. Each modeled series
corresponds to the heat flux measured by one of the two heat flux
sensors. The experiments in Table 4.1 are all shown here (a)
corresponding to Experiment 1 and so forth.

The predictions shown in Fig. 4.5 exhibit generally good agreement with the
measured temperature data. The heat flux is imposed on the stem, and some time later
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the effect is felt at the cambium interface. The local temperature here rises rather quickly
to a maximum, and then falls gradually with time.
Note that the peak cambial temperature occurs some five to ten minutes after the
rope flame has been extinguished. Further, the model predicts reasonably well the time
corresponding to peak cambial temperature. Table 4.5 summarizes the maximum spread
in individual temperature measurements, maximum discrepancy between predicted and
measured peak cambial temperature, and the difference in time to peak temperature for
the four experiments.

Table 4.5: Summary of results for Douglas Fir.

Maximum temperature
spread in multiple
Experiment
measurements (deg C)

Maximum difference
between prediction and
measurement (deg C)

Difference in time to
peak temperature
(nearest minute)

1

4.0

1.7

0

2

4.0

5.9

1

3

14.0

1.0

5

4

10.0

6.5

2

From a stem mortality prediction standpoint, the accurate prediction of peak
cambial temperature and the time duration at that elevated temperature are most
important. The data reveal that the model predicts peak cambial temperature to within 3
deg C on average. Note that the experiments with six thermocouples (Experiments 3 and
4) exhibited significant spread in the measured cambial temperatures. In general, the
comparison between prediction and experimental data indicate the model to be a sound
tool in predicting cambial temperature histories, given the imposed heat flux simulating
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fire conditions.
acknowledged.

The difficulty in validating such a model must, however, be
It is believed that the candid comparisons with experimental data

presented here support the confident use of this modeling tool to predict stem mortality
for Douglas Fir.
4.3.2 Ponderosa Pine
Like Douglas Fir, Ponderosa Pine was validated with predicted cambial
temperatures, as depth-of-kill information was not available.

Figure 4.7 shows the

predicted and measured cambial temperatures for four of eleven Ponderosa Pine
experiments. Although not all of the eleven cases are shown in Fig. 4.7, the cases which
are shown are typical of the data on the whole. Experiments Pine 4 and 6 (Fig. 4.7 a and
b) are typical of the best agreement between measured and modeled cambial temperatures
(Pine 2, 3, 4, and 6 all exhibited good agreement). Pine 7 and 8 (Fig. 4.7 c and d) are
typical of the worst agreement (Pine 5, 7, 8, and 11 all exhibited poor agreement). Pine
1, 9, and 10 all exhibited marginal agreement.
In light of the mixed agreement between the modeled and measured temperatures,
it is instructive to consider the results in terms of cambial mortality. Although the TTC
stain cannot readily reveal kill depth for Ponderosa Pine, it is possible to make some
conclusions about the model’s ability to correctly predict mortality. For this purpose, the
measured and modeled cambial temperature curves were each tested with Dickinson’s
(2002) model to characterize the viability of cambium cells expected for each
temperature curve.
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The results are shown in Fig. 4.8, a plot of viability as determined from the
modeled and measured cambial temperature histories.

Viability describes a cell’s

survival and varies from 0 to 1. Cells with viability greater that 0.5 are arbitrarily
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Figure 4.7: Predicted and measured cambial temperatures for Ponderosa
Pine.

considered to have survived a fire, whereas those whose viability is less than 0.5 are
considered dead. Figure 4.8 shows that for 8 of the 11 cases, the model’s predictions of
cambium mortality match the mortalities based on measured cambial temperature
histories, as indicated by predicted and measured viability on the same side of the dark
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line drawn at 0.5 viability.

The viabilities shown on this plot do not indicate

experimentally determined values.

They are simply used as a way to quantify the

model’s validity in terms of cambium mortality.
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Figure 4.8: A plot of cambial viability as determined from both measured
and modeled cambial temperature curves.

4.3.3 Red Maple
Red Maple, being a hardwood, readily accepts the TTC stain. Thus, it is possible
to use a direct approach in validating the model’s predictions of cambium death.
Measurements of kill depth were carefully made after the Red Maple experiments in
Ohio. Kill depth is a measure of distance from the surface of a tree to the transition from
live to dead tissue (as revealed by the TTC stain). Figure 4.9 shows the results of
modeling and measuring kill depth in the 21 Red Maple experiments. The kill depths
were all normalized by bark thickness. Thus, a normalized depth-of-kill equal value of
unity indicates tissue death from the surface to the cambium. Normalized depth-of-kill
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less than unity indicates that tissue death did not reach the cambium. Values greater than
unity for normalized depth-of-kill indicate that the cambial tissues and beyond were
killed. If, in Figure 4.9, both the measured and predicted values of normalized depth-ofkill are on the same side of the value unity, the model predicts survival/mortality
correctly. Further, two measured kill depths were taken for each experiment: one at 10
cm height, and one at 20 cm. These two values of measured depth-of-kill are shown as
error bars, with the data point (average value of the two) in the middle. This gives some
idea of the variability of depth-of-kill in experiments of this nature.
Technically 15 out of 21 modeled predictions correctly show cambial death or
survival.

If the variance in kill depth measurements is then accounted for, and if

predictions and measurements very near the cambium are given the benefit of doubt,
there are 19 out of 21 possibly correct predictions.

It should be noted that for

experiments without modeled values on Fig. 4.9, the predicted values are not shown on
the plot because they are above the maximum value on the vertical plotting scale.
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Figure 4.9: The results for Red Maple validation.
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4.3.4 Chestnut Oak
Chestnut Oak validation results are obtained in a similar manner to those of Red
Maple. The results of 21 Chestnut Oak validation experiments are shown in Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.10: Normalized depth-of-kill for Chestnut Oak.

The results for Chestnut Oak yield 15 out of 21 correct predictions of cambial
death based on the average measured depth-of-kill. Accounting for the variation in
measured depth-of-kill yields 19-20 of 21 possibly correct predictions (assuming
measurements and predictions at or near the cambium are correct). The two cases for
which measured kill depth is zero reflect the fact that the TTC stain reveals nothing if the
kill depth is short of the living inner bark layer. Thus, these two predictions could be, in
reality, better than they appear.

The error bars in Fig. 4.10 come from the actual

measurements of depth-of-kill. Multiple measurements were taken for each experiment.
The high and low measurements are shown as error bars. For some cases (Experiments
28-34, 47, and 50) the multiple measurements were not available, so the error bars shown
for these experiments reflect the average error from experiments with measurements.
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Chapter 5–Sensitivity Studies
5.1 Uncertainty

Uncertainty in both modeling approach and experiments contributes to
disagreement between prediction and data. This uncertainty comes from several sources,
and warrants some exploration and discussion here. It must be acknowledged that there
is error in moisture content, bark thickness, thermophysical properties and their
dependence on moisture and temperature, etc. It is noted specifically that the bark
thickness is highly variable, whereas a single nominal value of the thickness is provided
as model input. Even with the thermocouples placed under the plates of bark of more
uniform thickness, there is at least 1 mm of uncertainty in the thermocouple measurement
location.

Further, the heat flux instrumentation exhibits finite uncertainty whose

minimum is characterized by the digital least count (smallest measurable increment),
which was ±530 W/m2 for the instrumentation used in Douglas Fir, Ponderosa Pine, and
Red Maple, and 15.0 W/m2 for Chestnut Oak. Any additional error in sensor calibration
results in flux measurement uncertainty, which probably exceeds this value.

The

uncertainties in predicted cambial temperature histories as influenced by minimum heat
flux uncertainty (digital least count of 530 W/m2) and radial location of the cambium are
illustrated in Fig. 5.1(a) and 5.1(b), respectively.
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Figure 5.1: Characterization of the uncertainty in predicted cambial
temperature to (a) heat flux measurements, and (b) thermocouple
placement error.

Figure 5.1(a) illustrates that the minimum uncertainty in heat flux causes a potential error
of approximately 1-2 deg C in peak cambial temperature prediction. The data of Fig.
5.1(b) reveal that a 1 mm error in bark thickness (thermocouple depth) measurement
causes approximately 3 deg C difference in predicted peak cambial temperature. Thus,
without considering other sources of uncertainty in the model inputs, the minimum
possible error in predicted peak cambial temperature which must be acknowledged is
approximately 4 deg C. Realistic estimates of uncertainty are perhaps much higher. This
discussion underlines the difficulty in measuring heat transfer in tree stems, as has been
noted in previous work (Potter and Andresen 2002).

5.2 Physical Phenomena

In prior modeling efforts the temperature at the stem boundary was imposed as
boundary condition (Rego and Rigolot 1990, Costa et al. 1990). The boundary condition
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imposed in this study was that of imposed heat flux incident on the stem surface,
presumably supplied by a fire behavior model.

Consequently, it is necessary to

accurately account for all energy entering the stem. This has been the motivation for
modeling the physics of elevated temperature phenomena such as desiccation,
devolatilization, bark swelling, etc.

In order to demonstrate the importance of the

additional physical phenomena included here, parametric studies were conducted. Figure
5.2 shows model predictions with the same heat flux-time series used as input to
Experiment 1, Series 2.
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Figure 5.2: Illustration of the cumulative effects of bark swelling, pyrolysis
reaction, desiccation, and dependence of thermophysical properties on
moisture content, cumulatively.
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The curve noted as “Base Case” includes all physical phenomena described in the
foregoing sections, which were used to simulate the case presented in Fig. 4.5(a). The
model was modified to systematically neglect the effect of bark swelling, pyrolysis
reactions (devolatilization and charring), desiccation, and moisture-dependent properties,
on a cumulative basis.

Figure 5.2 shows that relative to the base case (full physics),

neglecting bark swelling results in an increase in predicted peak cambial temperature of 8
deg C. When the 200ºC devolatilization/charring reaction is removed (in addition to the
bark swelling) and the peak cambial temperature prediction rose to 34 deg C above the
base case. Removing the desiccation physics from the model (in addition to removing all
phenomena removed already) increased the peak cambial temperature prediction by
nearly 45 deg C. Finally, in addition to neglect of all previous physics, the dependence of
thermophysical properties on moisture content was removed from the model (i.e., a
uniform moisture value M = 0 was used), resulting in a 110 deg C over prediction in peak
cambial temperature. This final simulation represented nothing more than simple heat
conduction through dry bark and wood.

Figure 5.2 reveals that while all physical

phenomena included in the model are significant, those related to moisture (desiccation
and moisture-dependent properties) are dominant. While it is certain that not all of the
complex phenomena involved with stem heating have been included here, and further,
that the approach to those included are quite approximate, the simulated thermal response
appears to match that of the system quite well.
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5.3 Sensitivity to Physical Parameters

Figure 5.3 shows the model’s sensitivity to many thermophysical properties and
parameters governing the phenomena. The figure shows the value of the change in peak
cambial temperature when varying the parameters. The case studied was Series 2 from
Experiment 1 on Douglas Fir. Most parameters were varied ±20% with the exception of
three parameters.

Td/c and Ldevol are the temperature and latent heat of the

devolatilization/charring reaction, respectively. Td/c was simply increased from its base
value of 200ºC to 225ºC and 250ºC. Ldevol was varied by ±50%. Also, ∆Tmax was used at
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Figure 5.3: A chart of sensitivity to physical parameters.

Figure 5.3 shows that if Td/c is set to 250ºC the peak cambial temperature
predicted increases to 4 deg C above normal.
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Infrared imagery reveals that the

temperature for charring is no greater than 250ºC. The model exhibits a fair amount of
sensitivity to the temperature of this reaction. On the other hand, the model appears to be
insensitive to the value of the latent heat of devolatilization Ldevol (the value for water was
used). Most of the thermophysical properties impart approximately 2 deg C sensitivity in
peak cambial temperature as they vary ±20%. The model appears to be insensitive to the
values of the following parameters: kchar, Ldevol, P4, P3, ∆Tmax, cchar, ρchar, and P2.

5.4 Two-Dimensionality

Stem heating models used for predicting tree mortality due to fire approximate a
three-dimensional, transient heating problem with a reduced dimensionality.
computational expense of modeling the full geometry is not practical.

The

The model

featured in this research employs a one-dimensional geometry (under the assumption that
the heating is locally one-dimensional), and has been validated against measured data in
tree stems in the 4-25 cm diameter size range. The one-dimensional assumption is
expected to break down for smaller stem sizes. In order to assure that the assumption
would hold for stems as small as 4 cm, a two-dimensional model was developed. This
two-dimensional model was used to explore the effects of uneven heating in the
circumferential direction.
The two-dimensional model was developed with the physical phenomena
included in the one-dimensional model. The natural temperature limitation that arises
from a balance in the radiation out and the convection into the stem was imposed as a
simple 600ºC temperature cap, instead of rigorously modeling the surface energy balance.
The thermal properties used were a mixture of Douglas Fir and Red Maple properties.
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Also, the surface flux data were taken from a laboratory burn like those used in the
validation studies. It was not necessary for these data to be corrected for the difference in
bark and instrument surface temperatures, as there was no attempt made to validate the
two-dimensional model with measurements.
With the semi-implicit scheme used, the model required three days to run with
only 20 nodes in the radial direction and it was considered impractical to increase the
number of nodes any further.
implicit model.

This is due to the stability requirements for a semi-

The stability requirements are not simple to determine, but they

necessitate very small time steps (Patankar 1980). In this case, a time step of 0.000025
seconds was found to give stable and time-step-independent solutions, hence the high
number of required calculations. Due to the computationally intensive nature of this twodimensional model, the course grid was necessary. It is expected that the error due to
grid coarseness is uniform across all cases modeled, and thus comparisons of the cases
should be valid.
In order to compare one and two-dimensional cases, the model was executed with
two different boundary conditions. The first was one-dimensional, where every boundary
node received the same heat flux at a given time step. The second was two-dimensional
and varied around the perimeter, as illustrated in Fig. 5.4. In the two-dimensional case,
only the first boundary node received the full flux value at a given time step. The other
boundary nodes received a flux which varied sinusoidally down to zero at the node 180º
from the first boundary node. The one and two-dimensional cases were each run for two
different diameters: 2 cm and 4 cm.
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Figure 5.4: An illustration of the surface-flux boundary condition used to
simulate two-dimensional heating.

The results reveal that the local one-dimensional assumption should hold for
stems as small as 4 cm. Figures 5.5 through 5.8 show the results of the study. Figure 5.5
shows a temperature profile from the hottest portion of the stem (at 2 cm) to the coolest
portion (at -2 cm) in the two-dimensional case, superimposed on the one-dimensional
temperature profile. The two profiles are very close on the heated side of the twodimensional profile. This is largely due to the desiccation and pyrolysis reactions, which
limit the heat transfer in this region. Figure 5.6 shows the same information for the 2 cm
stem. Notice that the heated region exhibits much less similarity between one and twodimensional cases than in the 4 cm stem. It appears that the smaller the diameter, the less
valid is the local one-dimensional assumption. The local one-dimensionality clearly
breaks down somewhere between 4 cm and 2 cm diameter.
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Figure 5.5: A chart showing the similarities and differences in temperature
profile in a 4 cm stem during heating (at 680 seconds). The circled area
shows the portion of the stem that can be approximated as locally onedimensional.

Figure 5.6: A chart showing the similarities and differences in temperature
profile in a 2 cm stem during heating (at 680 seconds). The circled area
shows that even on the heated side, the system cannot be well
approximated as one-dimensional

For studying stem heating mortality, the interest is focused primarily on the
cambium. Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show the temperature-time history at the cambium for the
4 cm and 2 cm stems, respectively. Such curves must be accurately modeled, particularly
at the peak temperature, since they are integrated with mortality models to determine
local cell mortality. Figure 5.7 clearly shows that for a 4 cm stem, there is no noticeable
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difference between modeling with a one- or two-dimensional model. Figure 5.8 shows
that for sizes as small as 2 cm the one-dimensional model is not appropriate.
In conclusion, this study makes a case in favor of the validity of the local onedimensionality assumption used in the model of this thesis. The cases modeled here were
intended to represent worst case scenarios: the difference in circumferential heating was
extreme as it varied from full flux on one side to no flux on the opposite side. Also, the
surface temperatures modeled in this study rose higher and more sharply than in typical
fires, indicating more severe heating conditions than typically studied for this diameter
class. Even under these exaggerated conditions the local one-dimensionality assumption
seems to hold well for the diameter classes studied in this thesis. It should also be noted
that the results indicate that the one-dimensionality assumption begins to break down for
stems 4 cm and smaller in diameter. Therefore the model in this thesis should not be
used for stems smaller than 4 cm diameter.
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Figure 5.7: Cambial temperature traces for a 4 cm stem with 1-d and 2-d
boundary conditions.
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Figure 5.8: Cambial temperature traces for a 2 cm stem with 1-d and 2-d
boundary conditions.
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Chapter 6–Conclusions and Recommendations

6.1 Objectives

A numerical model was developed to predict the thermal response of tree stems
given the heat flux at the surface. The thermophysical properties were taken from the
literature, where possible, and from measurement otherwise. Attention was given to
modeling the physical phenomena of desiccation, devolatilization, charring, and bark
swelling with engineering approximations. Modeled predictions were compared with
measurements for Douglas Fir, Ponderosa Pine, Red Maple, and Chestnut Oak. A cell
mortality model was implemented to allow the model to make predictions of cambium
necrosis.
6.2 Statements on Validity of Model

The model in this thesis is an engineering approach that employs approximations
of physical phenomena about which little is known.

The validation results give

reasonable confidence in the model’s ability to correctly predict cambial necrosis. The
strength of the validity is limited by difficulties in making measurements of flaming tree
stems and the assumptions in the model itself. Trees are composed of anisotropic, nonhomogeneous materials for which physical properties are little understood. Even the
geometry of the tree stem poses difficulty for modeling: the insulating bark layer can
have large variations in thickness.

Fire scenarios add further variation due to the
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turbulent, unpredictable behavior of the flames. All of these sources of variation tend to
inhibit the validation of the model.

Nonetheless, the model in this thesis has

demonstrated a reasonably consistent ability to make correct predictions pertaining to
stem heating mortality. The high frequency of correct predictions of cambium death
gives confidence in the model’s use as a tool for predicting stem heating induced
mortality.
The ultimate validation for this model will come when it is fully integrated into
the fire behavior and mortality models of the US Forest Service.

With the fully

integrated model predictions can be made before prescribed burns are conducted. After
the burns, the predictions on which trees live and which die can be directly compared to
the post-burn stand. The validation shown here is an attempt to check only the heat
transfer portion of the fully integrated model.
6.3 Recommendations on Modeling Additional Species

One of the benefits of having a physics-based predictive model (as opposed to an
empirical model) is that it permits extrapolation of the model’s use outside the range for
which empirical models are formulated. By providing the model with adequate density
and moisture profile values, it is possible to model species not included in this thesis.
While it would be good practice to obtain a corpus of validation data for each species
modeled, it is not necessary. Thus the model can be used to make predictions in cases
where it is difficult or impossible to obtain validation data. Empirical models inherently
require a vast corpus of data for each species modeled.
The moisture profiles used for the tree stems in this study were based on roughly
documented profiles presented by Martin (1963a). These moisture profiles are specific to
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hardwood and softwood trees, but not to specific tree species. Thus at best they are
approximations of the species modeled in this paper. One recommendation resulting
from this work is a more extensive, species-specific study of moisture profiles.
6.4 Recommendations on Linking with Fire Behavior Models

The stem heating model requires that a surface heat flux be specified in order to
make predictions of cambium death.

Current fire behavior models stop short of

providing predictions of actual surface flux. They do, however, provide predictions of
intensity, flame speed, and flame height which could provide the information necessary
to establish the surface flux required by the stem heating model.
It is recommended that the future work be focused on establishing this link
between fire behavior and stem heating models.

Such a link would in itself be a

complicated model of radiation and convection in turbulent flames. The flames of fires
in the forest are composed of scattering, emitting, absorbing gases in turbulent flow. A
geometry must be resolved for use in such a model, followed by some solution of the
Radiative Transfer Equation in that geometry. This would provide the radiation portion
of the surface flux to trees. The convective portion of the heat flux could be predicted
with turbulent convection relations. One key point to correctly predicting the convection
to the tree surface is the understanding of the chimney effect. Trees in forest fires are
typically subject to flow which traps or sheds vortices of flaming gases in their lees
(Dickinson and Johnson 2001a). These vortices often send flames higher up the lee side
of the stem than the flames in the windward portion, hence the name chimney effect.
Also, in the vortices combustion gases are mixed and ignited with heightened efficiency,
thus the hottest flames reside in the lees. Many of the foresters involved with this thesis
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have witnessed the chimney effect and its results, fire scars on the lees of trees, on a
routine basis in their work with fire. The chimney effect is one of the key elements to the
spatial variation of surface flux, which varies in two dimensions: height and
circumferential.
The convection and radiation flux to the stem must be modeled as they vary both
in space and time in order to use the model in this thesis to predict stem heating mortality
with a fire behavior model. However, until this future work is done, there should be
simple approximations made to link the fire behavior models to the stem heating model.
The formulation of such approximations is beyond the scope of this thesis.
6.5 Recommendations on Prediction of Girdling

The spatial variation in surface flux will not present a problem for the
implementation of the model in this thesis. While it is true that the surface flux is a twodimensional phenomenon resulting in three-dimensional heating of the tree stem, this
thesis has demonstrated the local one-dimensionality of the tree stem heating. For sizes
above 4 cm diameter, the stem heating model can be used to make local one-dimensional
predictions of cambium death. Thus if a local heat flux is supplied at many different
points around the stem, the model can be run at each of these locations. The result would
be a figure of cambium viability for each of the locations modeled. In this manner the
three dimensional phenomenon of stem heating can be modeled without the need of a
fully three-dimensional model. If the critical locations are modeled, girdling of the
cambium can be predicted based on the percentage of the cambium that is killed (Durcey
et al. 1996). In this way the user can proceed from necrosis on a tissue level (cambial
death) to mortality on an organism scale (tree death).
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It may be possible to ignore the spatial variations in surface flux and model stem
heating at one location based on the surface flux at one well-chosen critical location. A
critical location would be the last portion of the cambium surviving before complete
girdling occurs. The critical location could be determined by identifying the height at
which the surface flux is the most intense all around the tree stem.

The critical

circumference is at this height, and it is the first place where the entire circumference of
the stem is likely to be girdled. Next it is necessary to identify the point on the critical
circumference that receives the lowest fluxes. This is likely to be the last point on the
critical circumference where cambial death will occur. This point is the critical point: if
the cambium here survives, the tree will not be girdled, otherwise it will.
Now that the stem heating model is developed there is only the work of predicting
the surface flux based on fire behavior left to accomplish before the complete predictive
tool will be finished.

Once the fire behavior, surface flux, stem heating, and cell

mortality models are all combined the end user will be able to obtain stem heating
mortality estimates before conducting prescribed burns.
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Appendix A – Stem Heating Model Source Code

#include "fstream.h"
#include "math.h"
#include "stdio.h"
void main(void)
{
char m_FileName[20]=" ",ch;
int m_speciesname=0,charcount=0;
printf("Please enter the Boundary Condition File Name:");
while((ch=getchar())!='\n')
m_FileName[charcount++]=ch;
m_FileName[charcount]='\0';
charcount=0;
printf("0-Chestnut Oak\n1-Douglas-fir\n2-Juvenile Red Maple\n3-Juvenile Chestnut Oak\n4-Ponderosa
Pine\n5-Red Maple\n");
printf("Please enter the number for the species:");
scanf("%d",&m_speciesname);
double m_radius = 0.14605,
m_thickness = 0.0128,
m_moisture = 0.89,
m_flux = 1.0,
m_inittemp = 17,
barkexp=0,
expfactor=0,
m_tcdepth=0,
tcloc=0,
Tsat=0;
int
m_numnode = 600,
m_hour = 18,
m_Radio = 1;
int iterations=0;
int seconds=0;
ifstream bndycond(m_FileName);
bndycond>>m_radius>>m_thickness>>m_inittemp>>m_moisture>>tcloc>>m_tcdepth>>iteration
s>>seconds;
m_moisture=m_moisture;
double ultimatedt=(double)seconds/(iterations),
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rhobark=0,
rhowood=0;
double *nodes=new double [m_numnode+2];
double *temps=new double [m_numnode+2];
double *oldtemps=new double [m_numnode+2];
double *Dx=new double [m_numnode+2];
double *dx=new double [m_numnode+2];
double *cntrlsrfcs=new double [m_numnode+2];
double *kcs=new double [m_numnode+2];
double *rho=new double [m_numnode+2];
double *Cp=new double [m_numnode+2];
double *k=new double [m_numnode+2];
double *A=new double [m_numnode+2];
double *a=new double [m_numnode+2];
double *b=new double [m_numnode+2];
double *c=new double [m_numnode+2];
double *R=new double [m_numnode+2];
double *gam=new double [m_numnode+2];
double *u=new double [m_numnode+2];
double *mass=new double [m_numnode+2];
double *volatilemass=new double [m_numnode+2];
double *hightemps=new double [m_numnode+2];
double *fluxx=new double [m_numnode+2];
double *oldV=new double [m_numnode+2];
double *energyconservation=new double [m_numnode+2];
double *charredmass=new double [m_numnode+2];
double *driedmass=new double [m_numnode+2];
double *moisture=new double [m_numnode+2];
double *S=new double [m_numnode+2];
double *oldS=new double [m_numnode+2];
int *dry=new int [m_numnode+2];
int *volatilizing=new int [m_numnode+2];
int *charred=new int [m_numnode+2];
int popcorn=0;
int subcount=0;
int incrad=0;
int conifer=1;
double CW=0;
double Tflame=0;
double inoverout=0,
param1=.5,
param2=.1667,
param3=.066667,
lnk=0,
K=0,
Ar=1.09*pow(10,24),//5.41*pow(10,23),//1.8*pow(10,32),
E=166810;//168525;//221296;
switch(m_speciesname)
{
case 0://Chestnut Oak
rhobark=742;//measured on site (average)
rhowood=573;//measured on site (average)
expfactor=1;
inoverout=2.89;
param1=.99;//.93;
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param2=.5;//.43;
param3=.2;//.3;
m_flux=1000;
Ar=7.15*pow(10,34);//1.47*pow(10,30);
E=235403;//208562;
incrad=1;
conifer=0;
Tsat=372.23;//USFS/MeadWestvaco Vinton Furnace Experimental Forest
(elevation 275 m)
break;
case 1://Douglas-fir
rhobark=440;//440;
rhowood=520;//Simpson and TenWolde
expfactor=1.75;
inoverout=4;
param1=.50;
param2=.1667;
param3=.0666667;
m_flux=16000;
incrad=0;
conifer=1;
Tsat=369.77;//KMSO 3205 feet.
break;
case 2://Juvenile Red Maple
rhobark=592;//measured on site (average)
rhowood=457;//measured on site (average)
//The following line was necessary for the 2002 Ohio experiments because the
only moisture measured
//was whole bark or whole wood. This converts the whole bark measurement
into an inner bark value.
//For input files which already provide inner bark moisture instead of whole bark
moisture this line
//should be comented out.
m_moisture=3*m_moisture/2.2;
expfactor=1;
inoverout=1.5;//1;//1.5;
param1=1;//.93;//.99;
param2=1;//.93;//.5;
param3=.2;//.7;//.2;
m_flux=16000;
incrad=1;
conifer=0;
Tsat=372.23;
break;
case 3://Juvenile Chestnut Oak
rhobark=742;//measured on site (average)
rhowood=573;//measured on site (average)
expfactor=1;
inoverout=1.25;
param1=1;//.93;
param2=1;//.43;
param3=.2;//.3;
m_flux=1000;
Ar=7.15*pow(10,34);//1.47*pow(10,30);
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E=235403;//208562;
incrad=1;
conifer=0;
Tsat=372.23;
break;
case 4://Ponderosa Pine
rhobark=260;//Dan 29 may 03
rhowood=490;//Dan 29 may 03
expfactor=1;
inoverout=6;
param1=.63;
param2=.26;
param3=.1852;
m_flux=1000;
incrad=0;
conifer=1;
Tsat=369.77;
break;
case 5://Red Maple
rhobark=592;//measured on site (averaged)
rhowood=457;//measured on site (averaged)
//The following line was necessary for the 2002 Ohio experiments because the
only moisture measured
//was whole bark or whole wood. This converts the whole bark measurement
into an inner bark value.
//For input files which already provide inner bark moisture instead of whole bark
moisture this line
//should be comented out.
m_moisture=3*m_moisture/2.2;
expfactor=1;
inoverout=1.5;//1;//1.5;
param1=.99;//.93;//.99;
param2=.5;//.93;//.5;
param3=.2;//.7;//.2;
m_flux=16000;
incrad=1;
conifer=0;
Tsat=372.23;
break;
default://Douglas-fir
rhobark=440;//440;
rhowood=520;//Simpson and TenWolde
expfactor=5;
inoverout=4;
param1=.50;
param2=.1667;
param3=.0666667;
m_flux=16000;
incrad=0;
conifer=1;
Tsat=369.77;
break;
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}

ofstream ooool("testing.txt");
ofstream fp("stemtemp.xls");
ofstream camb("cambium.out");
ofstream surf("surface.out");
fp<<iterations<<"\t"<<seconds<<endl;
//
//set up grid with nodes clusted at the surface of the bark
//use practice "a" from Patankar...
//
nodes[1]=.05*m_radius/m_numnode;
double rate=pow((m_radius/nodes[1]),1/((double)m_numnode-2));
for(int count=2;count<=m_numnode;count++)
{
nodes[count]=rate*nodes[count-1];
}
double hold=0;
for(count=1;count<=m_numnode/2;count++)
{
hold=nodes[count];
nodes[count]=nodes[m_numnode-count+1];
nodes[m_numnode-count+1]=hold;
}
nodes[1]=m_radius;
nodes[m_numnode]=0;
for(count=1;count<=m_numnode;count++)
{
nodes[count]=m_radius-nodes[count];
}
double diff=nodes[m_numnode]-nodes[m_numnode-1];
for(count=1;count<=m_numnode;count++)
{
nodes[count]=nodes[count]+diff;
}
int dis=1;
int discontinuity;
for(count=m_numnode;count>=1;count--)
{
nodes[count]=nodes[count-1];
if(nodes[count]<m_radius-m_thickness && dis==1)
{
discontinuity = count;
dis=0;
}
}
nodes[1]=0;
nodes[2]=nodes[3]/2;
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//
//control surfaces deployed at each end and half way between the nodes
//
cntrlsrfcs[1]=nodes[1];
for(count=2;count<m_numnode+1;count++)
{
cntrlsrfcs[count]=(nodes[count-1]+nodes[count])/2;
}
cntrlsrfcs[m_numnode+1]=nodes[m_numnode];
//initialize temperature array, set Dx and dx for each control volume
for(count=1;count<m_numnode+1;count++)
{
temps[count]=293;
dry[count]=0;
Dx[count]=cntrlsrfcs[count+1]-cntrlsrfcs[count];
if(count<m_numnode)
dx[count]=nodes[count+1]-nodes[count];
charredmass[count]=.27*rhobark*3.1415*(cntrlsrfcs[count+1]*cntrlsrfcs[count+1]cntrlsrfcs[count]*cntrlsrfcs[count]);
//tillman et al. say 73% dry mass (D-fir) is volatile on pp. 41, Table IV.
driedmass[count]=rhobark*3.1415*(cntrlsrfcs[count+1]*cntrlsrfcs[count+1]cntrlsrfcs[count]*cntrlsrfcs[count]);
S[count]=1;
oldS[count]=1;
}
//
//write the nodes to the file for the initilial conditions output block
//
for(count=1;count<=m_numnode;count++)
{
if(count%40==0||count==1)
{
if(count>discontinuity-20 && count<discontinuity+20)
{
fp<<"\t"<<nodes[count];
}
else
{
fp<<"\t"<<nodes[count];
}
}
}
fp<<endl;
//
//set up initial densities
//
for(count=1;count<=m_numnode;count++)
{
if(nodes[count]<nodes[discontinuity])
{
rho[count]=rhowood*(((param1param2)/nodes[discontinuity]*nodes[count]+param2)*m_moisture+1);
}
else
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{
if(nodes[count]<(m_thickness)/inoverout+nodes[discontinuity])
{
rho[count]=rhobark*(1+m_moisture);
}
else
{
rho[count]=rhobark*(1+param3*m_moisture);
}
}
}
//
//all the initializtion is done.
//
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
double dt=0,
radinput=0,
totinput=0,
convinput=0,
bet=0,
maxtemp=0;
int numiterations=0,
greatbigcount=0,
doofus=8;
double *initialtemps=new double [m_numnode+2];
for(greatbigcount=1;greatbigcount<=2;greatbigcount++)
{
if(greatbigcount==1)
{
//set up initial condition loop
numiterations=96;
dt=1800;
m_hour=m_hour+16;
if(m_hour>24){m_hour=m_hour-24;}
}//end set up initial conditions loop
if(greatbigcount==2)
{
//set up for fire loop
numiterations=iterations;
dt=ultimatedt;
fp<<dt<<endl;
int radio=0;
//print to file the nodal locations
for(count=1;count<=m_numnode;count++)
{
if(count%1==0 &&
nodes[count+12]>cntrlsrfcs[m_numnode]-m_tcdepth)
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{
fp<<"\t"<<nodes[count];
ooool<<"\t"<<nodes[count];
}
}
fp<<endl;
ooool<<endl;
//read in the initial temperatures from above
for (count=1;count<m_numnode+1;count++)
{
temps[count]=initialtemps[count];
charred[count]=0;
}
//this dynamic array is not going to be used again...
delete [] initialtemps;
for(count=1;count<=m_numnode;count++)
{
if(nodes[count]<nodes[discontinuity])
{
mass[count]=(((param1*m_moisture)(param2*m_moisture))/nodes[discontinuity]*nodes[count]+(param2*m_moisture))*rhowood*3.14159265*
(cntrlsrfcs[count+1]*cntrlsrfcs[count+1]-cntrlsrfcs[count]*cntrlsrfcs[count]);
volatilemass[count]=.862*rhowood*3.14159265*(cntrlsrfcs[count+1]*cntrlsrfcs[count+1]cntrlsrfcs[count]*cntrlsrfcs[count]);
//the 86.2% comes from Tillman et al. pp 41, but it really doesn't matter
because the wood almost nerver pyrolizes
//in the validation experiments it would not have come into play. Any
tree where it did would be clearly dead.
}
if(nodes[count]>=nodes[discontinuity])
{
mass[count]=rhobark*m_moisture*3.14159265*(cntrlsrfcs[count+1]*cntrlsrfcs[count+1]cntrlsrfcs[count]*cntrlsrfcs[count]);
volatilemass[count]=.73*rhobark*3.14159265*(cntrlsrfcs[count+1]*cntrlsrfcs[count+1]cntrlsrfcs[count]*cntrlsrfcs[count]);
}
if(nodes[count]>(m_thickness)/inoverout+nodes[discontinuity])
{
mass[count]=param3*rhobark*m_moisture*3.14159265*(cntrlsrfcs[count+1]*cntrlsrfcs[count+1]cntrlsrfcs[count]*cntrlsrfcs[count]);
volatilemass[count]=.73*rhobark*3.14159265*(cntrlsrfcs[count+1]*cntrlsrfcs[count+1]cntrlsrfcs[count]*cntrlsrfcs[count]);
}
}
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}//end set up for fire loop
for(int bigcount=1; bigcount<=numiterations; bigcount++)
{
if(bigcount%100==0)
{
printf("%d\n",(int)(bigcount));
}
for(count=1; count<=m_numnode;count++)
{
//
//thermal properties of water at last time step's temperatures
//
// this is a curve fit of the data from Incropera and DeWitt for liquid water between 273.15K and 390K
// above this temperature range the water is gone (desiccated) in this model. CW is in kJ/(kg K)
CW=1.8904403*(.1*.1*.1*.1*.1*.1*.1*.1*.1)*temps[count]*temps[count]
*temps[count]*temps[count]2.6018919*(.1*.1*.1*.1*.1*.1)*temps[count]*temps[count]*temps[count]
+1.3473973*(.1*.1*.1)*temps[count]*temps[count]
-3.1047166*(.1)*temps[count]+30.992709;
//
//calculate the lost mass due to evaporation
//set the delay for boiling by a semi-infinite CW
//
if(temps[count+1]>Tsat)
{//fluxx is not really heat flux. It is the energy coming into the control
volume
// during this time step or heat flux in times area minus heat flux out
time area.
fluxx[count]=kcs[count+1]*cntrlsrfcs[count+1]*2*3.14159265*(temps[count+1]temps[count])*dt/dx[count]kcs[count]*cntrlsrfcs[count]*2*3.14159265*
(temps[count]-temps[count1])*dt/dx[count-1];
//deduct water mass based on the heat of vaporization of water
if(fluxx[count]>=0)
mass[count]=mass[count]-fluxx[count]/(2265000);//correct for
Tsat;
if(mass[count]<=0)
{
for(subcount=count;subcount<=m_numnode;subcount++)
{
if(dry[subcount]==0)
{
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dry[subcount]=1;
}
}
}
if(fluxx[count]>=0 && dry[count]==0)
CW=100000000000000000;//pow(10,20);
}
if(nodes[count] > (nodes[m_numnode]-nodes[discontinuity])/inoverout
+ nodes[discontinuity])
{moisture[count]=m_moisture*param3;}
else
{moisture[count]=m_moisture;}
if(count<=discontinuity)
{
moisture[count]=m_moisture*((param1param2)/nodes[discontinuity]*nodes[count]+param2);
}
if(dry[count]==1)
{
CW=0;
if(count<discontinuity)
rho[count]=rhowood;
else
{
rho[count]=rhobark;
}
moisture[count]=0;
}
//
//Thermal properties of bark (if count<discontinuity) and then wood (otherwise)
//
if(count<discontinuity)
{
//from woods handbook ch 3. M in their work in in percent,
thus moisture=M/100 here.
Cp[count]=1000*((.1031 + .003867*temps[count] +
moisture[count]*CW)/(1+moisture[count]) + 100*moisture[count]*
(-.06191+.000236*temps[count].000133*moisture[count]*100));
k[count]=.01864 + (.1941 +
.004064*moisture[count]*100)*(rho[count]/rhowood);///
}
else
{
//from RE Martin Oct 1963
k[count]=.041868*(5.026*rho[count]*.001+13.241*(rho[count]rhobark)*.001+.0078*(temps[count]273.15)-.379);
if(moisture[count]>=.27)
{
Cp[count]=4186.8*(.264+.00116*(temps[count]273.15)+
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(moisture[count])*(CW/4.190)+.0832);
}
else
{
Cp[count]=4186.8*(.264+.00116*(temps[count]273.15)+
(moisture[count])*(CW/4.190)+.3052*(moisture[count]));
}
}
}//end of count loop
/////////////////////////
//////////////
///////////
/////////
//dynamic grid....
for(count=1;count<=m_numnode;count++)
{
if(temps[count]>=473.15)
{
volatilemass[count]=volatilemass[count]fluxx[count]/(1938715);//L H20 at 470 K
if(volatilemass[count]<=0)
{
for(subcount=count;subcount<=m_numnode;subcount++)
{
if(charred[subcount]==0)
{
charred[subcount]=1;
}
}
}
if(fluxx[count]>=0 && charred[count]==0)
Cp[count]=100000000000000000;
}
if(charred[count]==1)
{
k[count]=.05;//00934;//.2;
Cp[count]=840;//1032;//1000;
rho[count]=charredmass[count]/(3.1415*(cntrlsrfcs[count+1]*cntrlsrfcs[count+1]cntrlsrfcs[count]*cntrlsrfcs[count]));
rho[count]=rho[count];
}
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}
//
//set the conductivity at the control surfaces
//
for(count=2;count<m_numnode+1;count++)
{
if(dry[count]==1 && charred[count]==0)
{
k[count]=k[count]/expfactor;//allows for bark expansion in
desiccated layers
rho[count]=rhobark;
}
if(charred[count]==1)
{
k[count]=k[count]/expfactor;//allows for bark expansion in
charred layers
}
kcs[count]=(k[count-1]+k[count])/2;
}
kcs[1]=k[1];
kcs[m_numnode+1]=k[m_numnode];
for(count=1;count<=m_numnode;count++)
{
if(count>discontinuity)
Cp[count]=Cp[count];
}
//
//Generate all coefficients for the liner system
//with m_numnode unknowns and m_numnode equatons
//
for(count=2;count<=m_numnode;count++)
{

A[count]=rho[count]*Cp[count]*(cntrlsrfcs[count+1]*cntrlsrfcs[count+1]cntrlsrfcs[count]*cntrlsrfcs[count])/(2*dt);
a[count]=-kcs[count]*(cntrlsrfcs[count])/dx[count-1];
c[count]=-kcs[count+1]*(cntrlsrfcs[count+1])/dx[count];
R[count]=A[count]*temps[count];
b[count]=-a[count]-c[count]+A[count];
}
//
//axial boundary conditions
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//
a[1]=0;
c[1]=-1;
b[1]=1;
R[1]=0;
//
//boundary conditions at surface, note the sinusoidal daily tempereture cylce
//
if(greatbigcount==2)
{
bndycond>>totinput;
if(incrad==1)
bndycond>>radinput;
else radinput=0;
}
if(greatbigcount==1)
{
a[m_numnode]=0;
b[m_numnode]=1;
c[m_numnode]=0;
R[m_numnode]=293+18*sin((numiterations/24)*3.1415*bigcount/numiterations);
}
//
//surface boundary conditions
//
if(greatbigcount==2)
{
if(m_Radio==1)
{//for input as a given surface flux-time file
int intiterations=(int) floor(bigcount);
A[m_numnode]=rho[m_numnode]*Cp[m_numnode]*(cntrlsrfcs[m_numnode+1]*cntrlsrfcs[m_nu
mnode+1]-cntrlsrfcs[m_numnode]*cntrlsrfcs[m_numnode])/(2*dt);
a[m_numnode]=-kcs[m_numnode]*(cntrlsrfcs[m_numnode])/dx[m_numnode-1];
b[m_numnode]=(-a[m_numnode])+A[m_numnode];
c[m_numnode]=0;

Tflame=1200;
convinput=totinput-radinput
;
////////////////////////////////convinput=convinput-0.014956;
if(conifer==1)
{
if(convinput<0)
convinput=0;
}
R[m_numnode]=A[m_numnode]*temps[m_numnode]+(radinput*m_flux+(Tflametemps[m_numnode])/(Tflame-((temps[m_numnode]-300)*(373.15/573.15)+300))*convinput*m_flux(5.67E-8)*(pow(temps[m_numnode],4)-pow(m_inittemp+273.15,4)))*cntrlsrfcs[m_numnode+1];//1000 for
dan's ohio & Tony's, 16000 for feb burns and spring ohio
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}
else
{//for input as a given surface temperature-time file
int intiterations=(int)floor(bigcount);
a[m_numnode]=0;
b[m_numnode]=1;
c[m_numnode]=0;
//
if(input*.8>24)
R[m_numnode]=totinput+273.15;
//
else
//
R[m_numnode]=24+273.15;
}
}//end if greatbigcount==2
/**************************************************/
/********* solve linear algebra with **************/
/*******************TRIDAG*************************/
/**************************************************/
/**************************************************/
/**********/ bet=1;
/**********/ u[1]=R[1]/(bet);
/**********/
/**********/
/**********/ for (int j=2;j<=m_numnode;j++)/*******/
/**********/{
/**********/
gam[j]=c[j-1]/bet;
/**********/
/**********/
bet=b[j]-a[j]*gam[j];
/**********/
/**********/
/**********/
u[j]=(R[j]-a[j]*u[j-1])/bet;/******/
/**********/

/**********/
/**********/
/**********/
/**********/
/**********/

/**********/}
/**********/

/**********/
/**********/

/**********/
/**********/
/**********/for (j=(m_numnode-1);j>=1;j--)/********/
/**********/
{
/**********/
u[j]-=gam[j+1]*u[j+1];/********/
/**********/
/**********/
}
/**************************************************/
/**************************************************/
/**************************************************/
/**************************************************/
/**************************************************/
/**************************************************/

/**********/
/**********/
/**********/
/**********/
/**********/

energyconservation[1]=-kcs[m_numnode]*(temps[m_numnode]-temps[m_numnode1])/(dx[m_numnode-1]);
//update temps
for(count=1;count<=m_numnode;count++)
{
temps[count]=u[count];
}
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if(greatbigcount==1)
{
if(bigcount % 2 == 0 && bigcount>48)
{
//set up and output the hours of the day
doofus+=1;
if(doofus>24)
doofus-=24;
fp<<doofus<<"\t";
for(count=1;count<=m_numnode;count++)
{
if(count%40==0||count==1)
{
fp<<temps[count]-273.15<<"\t";
}
}
if(bigcount==numiterations-48+2*m_hour)
{
for(count=1; count<=m_numnode; count++)
{
//set initial temperatures at desired hour of the day this will be
//read at the begining of the next loop instead of
temps[count]=293;
initialtemps[count]=m_inittemp+273.15;//temps[count];
}
}
fp<<endl;
}
}//end if for writing initial temps info
if(greatbigcount==2)
{
//the cambium[] and surface[] arrays will be written to file
//later for graphing purposes and draw temperature bars on
//the dialog box
camb<<(temps[discontinuity+1]-temps[discontinuity])/(nodes[discontinuity+1]nodes[discontinuity])*(m_radius-m_thickness-nodes[discontinuity])+temps[discontinuity]-273.15<<endl;
surf<<temps[m_numnode]-273.15<<endl;

//record the maximum cambial temperature
if(temps[(int)discontinuity]>=maxtemp)
{maxtemp=temps[(int)discontinuity];}
//print temperature profiles for the tree stem in the fire
for(count=1;count<=m_numnode;count++)
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{
oldS[count]=S[count];
if(oldS[count]>=0 && oldS[count]<=1)
{

lnk=log(Ar)-(E/(8.31*temps[count]));
K = exp(lnk);
S[count]= S[count] - dt*K*S[count];
}
else
S[count]=0;
}
if(greatbigcount>=2 && (int)bigcount%320==0)
{
fp<<dt*bigcount/60;
ooool<<dt*bigcount/60;
for(count=1;count<=m_numnode;count++)
{
if(count%1==0/*||count==1*/&&nodes[count+12]>cntrlsrfcs[m_numnode]-m_tcdepth)
{
fp<<"\t"<<temps[count]-273.15;
ooool<<"\t"<<kcs[count];
}
}
fp<<endl;
ooool<<endl;
}//end if
}//end loop for outputting fire data

}//end of bigcount loop
}//end of greatbigcount loop
fp<<(cntrlsrfcs[m_numnode]-cntrlsrfcs[discontinuity])/m_thickness<<endl;
fp<<"MatchRm@\t"<<cntrlsrfcs[m_numnode]-m_tcdepth<<endl;
for(count=1;count<m_numnode+1;count++)
{
ooool<<nodes[count]<<"\t"<<k[count]<<endl;
}
//scan for control volume at which s=.5
double maxkilldepth;
for(count=m_numnode;count>=1;count--)
{
if(S[count]<.50)
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maxkilldepth=m_radius-nodes[count];
}
fp<<"Kill deapth:"<<"\t"<<maxkilldepth<<endl;
//
//based on the results from the model, predict mortality
//
double cambium=0;
double mortality=0;
ifstream cambi("cambium.out");
for(count=1;count<=iterations; count++)
{
cambi>>cambium;
//this is the integration prescribed by R.E. Martin in his 1963 on tree mortality.
mortality=mortality+(dt/60)*pow(2.71828182846,.4365*cambium-25.945);
}
cambi.close();
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
fp<<rhobark<<endl<<rhowood<<endl;
fp<<nodes[m_numnode]<<"\t"<<nodes[m_numnode-1]<<"\t"<<nodes[m_numnode]nodes[m_numnode-1]<<endl;
//
// Finalize everything to shut down the dialog box w/o any loose ends.
//
delete [] nodes;
delete [] temps;
delete [] oldtemps;
delete [] Dx;
delete [] dx;
delete [] cntrlsrfcs;
delete [] kcs;
delete [] rho;
delete [] Cp;
delete [] k;
delete [] A;
delete [] a;
delete [] b;
delete [] c;
delete [] R;
delete [] gam;
delete [] u;
delete [] mass;
delete [] volatilemass;
delete [] hightemps;
delete [] oldV;
delete [] dry;
delete [] fluxx;
delete [] volatilizing;
delete [] charred;
delete [] energyconservation;
delete [] charredmass;
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delete [] driedmass;
delete [] moisture;
delete [] S;
delete [] oldS;
fp.close();
ooool.close();
surf.close();
camb.close();
bndycond.close();

}
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Appendix B – Two-Dimensional Model Source Code
#include "math.h"
#include "stdlib.h"
#include "stdio.h"
#include "fstream.h"
int main()
{
double m_dt = .000025,
m_seconds = 1000,
m_radius = 0.02,
m_numnodes = 20,
m_ff = 180.0,
cambium=.018;
int

int

count=1,
seconds=(int)m_seconds,
j=0,
iterations=0,
thetacount=0;
reaction=0,
low=0,
high=0,
numnodes=(int)m_numnodes;

double numtheta=m_ff,
radius=m_radius,
bigcount=0,
greatbigcount=0,
dt=m_dt,
CW=0,
Dv=0,
dtheta=0,
numerator=0,
denominator=0,
rho=560,
C=2217.59,
k=.599857,
ein=0;
double kb = 0.0000000000000000000000138,
h = 0.000000000000000000000000000000000663,
ugc = 8.31,
deltaS=661,
deltaH=311256,
lnk=0,
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K=0,
rhobark=440,
rhowood=520,
moistmax=.81;
double *surface = new double((int)numtheta+1);
double *e = new double((int)numnodes+1);
double *p = new double((int)numnodes+1);
double *w = new double((int)numnodes+1);
double *n = new double((int)numnodes+1);
double *s = new double((int)numnodes+1);
double *u = new double((int)numnodes+1);
double *A = new double((int)numnodes+1);
double *front = new double(10000);
double *blue = new double(10000);
double *back = new double(10000);
double *green = new double(10000);
double *nodes = new double((int)numnodes+1);
double *Dx = new double((int)numnodes+1);
double *dx = new double((int)numnodes+1);
double *cntrlsrfcs = new double((int)numnodes+1);
FILE *fp;
FILE *mort;
FILE *camb;
double **oldtemps=new double*((int)numnodes+2);
double **currenttemps=new double*((int)numnodes+2);
double **mmass=new double*((int)numnodes+2);
double **vmass=new double*((int)numnodes+2);
double **S=new double*((int)numnodes+2);
double **oldS=new double*((int)numnodes+2);
double **kc=new double*((int)numnodes+2);
double **kr=new double*((int)numnodes+2);
int **dry=new int*((int)numnodes+2);
int **charred=new int*((int)numnodes+2);
double **kcell=new double*((int)numnodes+2);
double **moisture=new double*((int)numnodes+2);
int i=0;
for(i=0;i<=(int)numnodes+1;i++)
{
oldtemps(i)=new double ((int)numtheta+1);
currenttemps(i)=new double ((int)numtheta+1);
mmass(i)=new double ((int)numtheta+1);
vmass(i)=new double ((int)numtheta+1);
S(i)=new double ((int)numtheta+1);
oldS(i)=new double ((int)numtheta+1);
kc(i)=new double ((int)numtheta+1);
kr(i)=new double ((int)numtheta+1);
dry(i)=new int ((int)numtheta+1);
charred(i)=new int ((int)numtheta+1);
kcell(i)=new double ((int)numtheta+1);
moisture(i)=new double ((int)numtheta+1);
}
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if((fp=fopen("plot1.txt", "r"))==NULL)
{
fprintf(stderr, "Error opening file.\n");
exit(1);
}
for(count=1; count<=seconds; count++)
{
fscanf(fp, "%lf", &front(count));
fscanf(fp, "%lf", &blue(count));
fscanf(fp, "%lf", &back(count));
fscanf(fp, "%lf", &green(count));
}
fclose(fp);
if ((fp=fopen("stemtemp2.xls", "w"))==NULL)
{
fprintf(stderr, "\nError opening file stemtemp.xls.");
exit(1);
}
fprintf(fp,"%d\t%lf\t%d\t%lf\t%lf\n",(int)(seconds/m_dt/10000),numnodes,(int)(numtheta/2),m_ra
dius,dt*10000);
if ((mort=fopen("mortality.xls", "w"))==NULL)
{
fprintf(stderr, "\nError opening file stemtemp.xls.");
exit(1);
}
if ((camb=fopen("cambium.xls", "w"))==NULL)
{
fprintf(stderr, "\nError opening file stemtemp.xls.");
exit(1);
}
fprintf(camb,"\t");
for(count=2; count<=numtheta;count=count+2)
{
fprintf(camb,"%d\t",count);
}
//\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
//\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
//\\\\\\\\\\\\\\generate grid
for(i=1;i<=numnodes;i++)
{
nodes(i)=m_radius/(((double)(numnodes)-1))*(i-1);
}
//get nearest nodes to cambium
for(i=numnodes;i>=1;i--)
{
if(nodes(i)<cambium && high==0)
{
low=i;
high=i+1;
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}
}
////////////set control surfaces as per practice A/////////////////////
//
//control surfaces deployed at each end and half way between the nodes
//
cntrlsrfcs(1)=nodes(1);
for(count=2;count<numnodes+1;count++)
{
cntrlsrfcs(count)=(nodes(count-1)+nodes(count))/2;
}
cntrlsrfcs((int)numnodes+1)=nodes((int)numnodes);
//initialize temperature array, set Dx and dx for each control volume
for(count=1;count<numnodes+1;count++)
{
Dx(count)=cntrlsrfcs(count+1)-cntrlsrfcs(count);
if(count<numnodes)
dx(count)=nodes(count+1)-nodes(count);
}
dtheta=360*3.14159265359/(numtheta*180);
//////////////////////initial conditions///////////////////////////////
for(thetacount=1;thetacount<=numtheta;thetacount++)
{
for(count=1;count<=numnodes;count++)
{
currenttemps(count)(thetacount)=300;
oldtemps(count)(thetacount)=300;
S(count)(thetacount)=1;
oldS(count)(thetacount)=0;
kc(count)(thetacount)=k;
kr(count)(thetacount)=k;
dry(count)(thetacount)=0;
charred(count)(thetacount)=0;
kcell(count)(thetacount)=k;
moisture(count)(thetacount)=1.5;
}
}
//set moisture profile
for(thetacount=1;thetacount<=numtheta;thetacount++)
{
for(count=1;count<=numnodes;count++)
{
if(nodes(count) > (radius-cambium)/4 + cambium)
{moisture(count)(thetacount)=moistmax/6;}
else
{moisture(count)(thetacount)=moistmax;}
if(nodes(count)<=cambium)
{
moisture(count)(thetacount)=moistmax*(.36/cambium*nodes(count)+.27);
}
}
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}
for(thetacount=1;thetacount<=numtheta;thetacount++)
{
for(count=1;count<=numnodes;count++)
{
Dv=nodes(count)*dtheta*Dx(count);
if(nodes(count)>cambium)
{
mmass(count)(thetacount)=Dv*rhobark*moisture(count)(thetacount);
vmass(count)(thetacount)=Dv*rhobark*.73;
}
else
{
mmass(count)(thetacount)=Dv*rhowood*moisture(count)(thetacount);
vmass(count)(thetacount)=Dv*rhowood*.73;
}
}
}
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//////////generate coefficients////////////////////////////////////////
printf("\n%lf\n", seconds/dt);
for(bigcount=200/dt;bigcount<=seconds/dt;bigcount++)
{
if((int)bigcount%1==0)
printf("%.2lf %.2lf\n", bigcount*dt/seconds*100,oldtemps((int)numnodes)(2));
for(thetacount=1;thetacount<=numtheta;thetacount++)
{
for(count=1;count<=numnodes;count++)
{
oldtemps(count)(thetacount)=currenttemps(count)(thetacount);
}
}
for(count=1;count<=(int)numnodes;count++)
{
for(thetacount=1;thetacount<=(int)numtheta; thetacount++)
{
if(nodes(count)<cambium)
rho=rhowood+moisture(count)(thetacount)*rhowood;
else
rho=rhobark+moisture(count)(thetacount)*rhobark;
ein =dt*(kc(count+1)(thetacount)*(oldtemps(count+1)(thetacount)oldtemps(count)(thetacount))*dtheta*(nodes(count+1)+nodes(count))/2/dx(count)kc(count)(thetacount)*(oldtemps(count)(thetacount)-oldtemps(count1)(thetacount))*dtheta*(nodes(count-1)+nodes(count))/2/dx(count-1)+
kr(count)(thetacount)*(oldtemps(count)(thetacount-1)oldtemps(count)(thetacount))*Dx(count)/nodes(count)/dtheta-
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kr(count)(thetacount+1)*(oldtemps(count)(thetacount)oldtemps(count)(thetacount+1))*Dx(count)/nodes(count)/dtheta);
if(thetacount==(int)numtheta)
ein =dt*(kc(count+1)(thetacount)*(oldtemps(count+1)(thetacount)oldtemps(count)(thetacount))*dtheta*(nodes(count+1)+nodes(count))/2/dx(count)kc(count)(thetacount)*(oldtemps(count)(thetacount)-oldtemps(count1)(thetacount))*dtheta*(nodes(count-1)+nodes(count))/2/dx(count-1)+
kr(count)(thetacount)*(oldtemps(count)(thetacount-1)oldtemps(count)(thetacount))*Dx(count)/nodes(count)/dthetakr(count)(1)*(oldtemps(count)(thetacount)oldtemps(count)(1))*Dx(count)/nodes(count)/dtheta);
if(thetacount==1)
ein =dt*(kc(count+1)(thetacount)*(oldtemps(count+1)(thetacount)oldtemps(count)(thetacount))*dtheta*(nodes(count+1)+nodes(count))/2/dx(count)kc(count)(thetacount)*(oldtemps(count)(thetacount)-oldtemps(count1)(thetacount))*dtheta*(nodes(count-1)+nodes(count))/2/dx(count-1)+
kr(count)(thetacount)*(oldtemps(count)((int)numtheta)oldtemps(count)(thetacount))*Dx(count)/nodes(count)/dthetakr(count)(thetacount+1)*(oldtemps(count)(thetacount)oldtemps(count)(thetacount+1))*Dx(count)/nodes(count)/dtheta);
if(count==1)
{
ein =dt*kc(1)(thetacount)*(oldtemps(count+1)(thetacount)oldtemps(count)(thetacount))*dtheta*(nodes(count+1)+nodes(count))/2/dx(count);
}
if(count==numnodes)
{
ein =16000*surface(thetacount)*dtheta*nodes(count)*dt+dt*(0kc(count)(thetacount)*(oldtemps(count)(thetacount)-oldtemps(count1)(thetacount))*dtheta*(nodes(count-1)+nodes(count))/2/dx(count-1)+
kr(count)(thetacount)*(oldtemps(count)(thetacount-1)oldtemps(count)(thetacount))*Dx(count)/nodes(count)/dthetakr(count)(thetacount+1)*(oldtemps(count)(thetacount)oldtemps(count)(thetacount+1))*Dx(count)/nodes(count)/dtheta);
if(thetacount==(int)numtheta)
ein =16000*surface(thetacount)*dtheta*nodes(count)*dt+dt*(0kc(count)(thetacount)*(oldtemps(count)(thetacount)-oldtemps(count1)(thetacount))*dtheta*(nodes(count-1)+nodes(count))/2/dx(count-1)+
kr(count)(thetacount)*(oldtemps(count)(thetacount-1)oldtemps(count)(thetacount))*Dx(count)/nodes(count)/dthetakr(count)(1)*(oldtemps(count)(thetacount)oldtemps(count)(1))*Dx(count)/nodes(count)/dtheta);
if(thetacount==1)
ein =16000*surface(thetacount)*dtheta*nodes(count)*dt+k*dt*(0kc(count)(thetacount)*(oldtemps(count)(thetacount)-oldtemps(count1)(thetacount))*dtheta*(nodes(count-1)+nodes(count))/2/dx(count-1)+
kr(count)(thetacount)*(oldtemps(count)((int)numtheta)oldtemps(count)(thetacount))*Dx(count)/nodes(count)/dthetakr(count)(thetacount+1)*(oldtemps(count)(thetacount)oldtemps(count)(thetacount+1))*Dx(count)/nodes(count)/dtheta);
}
if(273.15<=oldtemps(count)(thetacount) && oldtemps(count)(thetacount)<=390)
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{CW=1.8904403*(.1*.1*.1*.1*.1*.1*.1*.1*.1)*oldtemps(count)(thetacount)*oldtemps(count)(thet
acount)
*oldtemps(count)(thetacount)*oldtemps(count)(thetacount)2.6018919*(.1*.1*.1*.1*.1*.1)*oldtemps(count)(thetacount)*oldtemps(count)(thetacount)*oldtemps(count
)(thetacount)
+1.3473973*(.1*.1*.1)*oldtemps(count)(thetacount)*oldtemps(count)(thetacount)
3.1047166*(.1)*oldtemps(count)(thetacount)+30.992709;}
if(390<oldtemps(count)(thetacount) &&
oldtemps(count)(thetacount)<=540)
{
CW=4.1379+.089801*pow(1.165713,.094426*
(oldtemps(count)(thetacount)-473.3681*.798377));
}
if(540<oldtemps(count)(thetacount) &&
oldtemps(count)(thetacount)<=635)
{
CW=5.619543+.017365*pow(1.376924,.211632*
(oldtemps(count)(thetacount)-457568*1.18128));
}
if(635<oldtemps(count)(thetacount) &&
oldtemps(count)(thetacount)<=645)
{
CW=-81.2202+.15146*pow(1.423695,.264766*
(oldtemps(count)(thetacount)-428.074*1.331158));
}
if(645<oldtemps(count)(thetacount))
{
CW=1000000000;
}
/*desiccation*/
ein>0)

if(oldtemps(count)(thetacount)>373.15 && mmass(count)(thetacount)>0 &&
{
CW=100000000000000;

mmass(count)(thetacount)=mmass(count)(thetacount)-ein/2265000;//correct for altitude
}
if(mmass(count)(thetacount)<=0)
dry(count)(thetacount)=1;
if(dry(count)(thetacount)==1)
{
CW=0;
if(nodes(count)<cambium)
rho=rhowood;
else
rho=rhobark;
moisture(count)(thetacount)=0;
}
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if(nodes(count)<cambium)
{
/*from woods handbook ch 3. M in their work in in percent, thus moisture=M/100 here.*/
C=1000*(.1031 + .003867*currenttemps(count)(thetacount) +
moisture(count)(thetacount)*CW)/(1+moisture(count)(thetacount)) +
100*moisture(count)(thetacount)*
(-.06191+.000236*currenttemps(count)(thetacount).000133*moisture(count)(thetacount)*100);
kcell(count)(thetacount)=.01864 + (.1941 +
.004064*moisture(count)(thetacount)*100)*(rho/rhowood);
///????or is G=rho(count)/rhowater???
///note that the 1000 factor above should have been multiplied by both //terms, but by mistake it wasn’t.
testing with the 1-d model reveal //very little error in the results due to this oversight.
}
else
{
//from RE Martin Oct 1963
kcell(count)(thetacount)=.041868*(5.026*rho*.001+13.241*(rhorhobark)*.001+.0078*(currenttemps(count)(thetacount)273.15)-.379);
if(moisture(count)(thetacount)>=.27)
{
C=4186.8*(.264+.00116*(currenttemps(count)(thetacount)-273.15)+
(moisture(count)(thetacount))*(CW/4190)+.0832);
}
else
{
C=4186.8*(.264+.00116*(currenttemps(count)(thetacount)-273.15)+
(moisture(count)(thetacount))*(CW/4190)+.3052*(moisture(count)(thetacount)));
}
}
/*pyrolysis*/
if(oldtemps(count)(thetacount)>473.15 && vmass(count)(thetacount)>0 &&
ein>0)
{
C=100000000000000;
vmass(count)(thetacount)=vmass(count)(thetacount)ein/1951000;//the 1951000 is a best guess...
}
if(vmass(count)(thetacount)<=0)
charred(count)(thetacount)=1;
Dv=nodes(count)*dtheta*Dx(count);
if(count==numnodes)
Dv=(nodes(count)+nodes(count-2))/2*dtheta*Dx(count);
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if(charred(count)(thetacount)==1)
{
kcell(count)(thetacount)=.05;//00934;//.2;
C=840;//1032;//1000;
rho=.27*rhobark;
if(nodes(count)<cambium)
rho=.27*rhowood;
}
/*surface combustion*/ if(oldtemps(count)(thetacount)>873.15 && ein>0)
{
C=100000000000000;
}
kc(count)(thetacount)=(kcell(count)(thetacount)+kcell(count-1)(thetacount))/2;//South
kc(count+1)(thetacount)=(kcell(count)(thetacount)+kcell(count+1)(thetacount))/2;//North
kr(count)(thetacount)=(kcell(count)(thetacount)+kcell(count)(thetacount-1))/2;//West
kr(count)(thetacount+1)=(kcell(count)(thetacount)+kcell(count)(thetacount+1))/2;//East
if(count==numnodes)
kc(count+1)(thetacount)=kcell(count)(thetacount);//North
if(count==1)
kc(count)(thetacount)=kcell(count)(thetacount);//South
if(thetacount==(int)numtheta)
{
kr(count)(thetacount+1)=(kcell(count)(thetacount)+kcell(count)(1))/2;//East
}
if(thetacount==1)
{
kr(count)(thetacount)=(kcell(count)(thetacount)+kcell(count)((int)numtheta))/2;//East
}
A(count)=rho*C*Dv/dt;
e(count)=kr(count)(thetacount+1)*Dx(count)/(dtheta*nodes(count));
w(count)=kr(count)(thetacount)*Dx(count)/(dtheta*nodes(count));
n(count)=kc(count+1)(thetacount)*((nodes(count+1)+nodes(count))/2)*dtheta/dx(count);
s(count)=kc(count)(thetacount)*((nodes(count1)+nodes(count))/2)*dtheta/dx(count-1);
p(count)=A(count)+w(count)+e(count)+n(count)+s(count);
if(count>1 && count<numnodes)
{
currenttemps(count)(thetacount)=(w(count)*oldtemps(count)(thetacount-1)
+e(count)*oldtemps(count)(thetacount+1)
+n(count)*oldtemps(count+1)(thetacount)
+s(count)*oldtemps(count-1)(thetacount)
+A(count)*oldtemps(count)(thetacount))/p(count);
}
if(thetacount==1 && count>1 && count<numnodes)
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{
currenttemps(count)(thetacount)=(w(count)*oldtemps(count)((int)numtheta)
+e(count)*oldtemps(count)(thetacount+1)
+n(count)*oldtemps(count+1)(thetacount)
+s(count)*oldtemps(count-1)(thetacount)
+A(count)*oldtemps(count)(thetacount))/p(count);
}
if(thetacount==(int)numtheta && count>1 &&
count<numnodes)
{
currenttemps(count)(thetacount)=(w(count)*oldtemps(count)(thetacount-1)
+e(count)*oldtemps(count)(1)
+n(count)*oldtemps(count+1)(thetacount)
+s(count)*oldtemps(count-1)(thetacount)
+A(count)*oldtemps(count)(thetacount))/p(count);
}

//
// Boundary condition of the center pt
//
if(count==1)
{
numerator=0;
denominator=0;
if(thetacount==1)
{
for(int i=1;i<=numtheta;i++)
{
numerator+=oldtemps(2)(i)*kc(count+1)(thetacount)*(nodes(2)/2)*dtheta/dx(count);
denominator+=kc(count+1)(thetacount)*(nodes(2)/2)*dtheta/dx(count);
}
numerator+=rho*C*oldtemps(1)(1)*3.14159265359*Dx(1)*Dx(1)/dt;
denominator+=rho*C*3.14159265359*Dx(1)*Dx(1)/dt;
currenttemps(1)(1)=numerator/denominator;
}
currenttemps(1)(thetacount)=currenttemps(1)(1);
}
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//
// Boundary conditions at the surface.
//
if(count==numnodes)
{
surface(thetacount)=((blue((int)(bigcount*dt)+1)-blue((int)(bigcount*dt)))*(bigcount*dt(int)(bigcount*dt))+blue((int)(bigcount*dt)))*.5*(1+sin(2*3.14150265*thetacount/numtheta));

if(thetacount==(int)numtheta)
{
currenttemps((int)numnodes)(thetacount)=(16000*surface(thetacount)*nodes(count)*dtheta
+kr(count)(thetacount)*Dx(count)*oldtemps(count)(thetacount-1)/nodes(count)/dtheta
+kc(count)(thetacount)*dtheta*oldtemps(count1)(thetacount)*(nodes(count)+nodes(count-1))/2/dx(count-1)
+kr(count)(1)*Dx(count)*oldtemps(count)(1)/nodes(count)/dtheta
+rho*C*oldtemps(count)(thetacount)*Dv/dt)/
(kr(count)(thetacount)*Dx(count)/nodes(count)/dtheta
+kc(count)(thetacount)*dtheta*(nodes(count)+nodes(count1))/2/dx(count-1)
+kr(count)(1)*Dx(count)/nodes(count)/dtheta
+rho*C*Dv/dt);
}
if(thetacount==1)
{
currenttemps((int)numnodes)(thetacount)=(16000*surface(thetacount)*nodes(count)*dtheta
+kr(count)(thetacount)*Dx(count)*oldtemps(count)((int)numtheta)/nodes(count)/dtheta
+kc(count)(thetacount)*dtheta*oldtemps(count1)(thetacount)*(nodes(count)+nodes(count-1))/2/dx(count-1)
+kr(count)(thetacount+1)*Dx(count)*oldtemps(count)(thetacount+1)/nodes(count)/dtheta
+rho*C*oldtemps(count)(thetacount)*Dv/dt)/
(kr(count)(thetacount)*Dx(count)/nodes(count)/dtheta
+kc(count)(thetacount)*dtheta*(nodes(count)+nodes(count1))/2/dx(count-1)
+kr(count)(thetacount+1)*Dx(count)/nodes(count)/dtheta
+rho*C*Dv/dt);
}
if(thetacount!=1 && thetacount!=(int)numtheta)
{
currenttemps((int)numnodes)(thetacount)=(16000*surface(thetacount)*nodes(count)*dtheta
+kr(count)(thetacount)*Dx(count)*oldtemps(count)(thetacount-1)/nodes(count)/dtheta
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+kc(count)(thetacount)*dtheta*oldtemps(count1)(thetacount)*(nodes(count)+nodes(count-1))/2/dx(count-1)
+kr(count)(thetacount+1)*Dx(count)*oldtemps(count)(thetacount+1)/nodes(count)/dtheta
+rho*C*oldtemps(count)(thetacount)*Dv/dt)/
(kr(count)(thetacount)*Dx(count)/nodes(count)/dtheta
+kc(count)(thetacount)*dtheta*(nodes(count)+nodes(count1))/2/dx(count-1)
+kr(count)(thetacount+1)*Dx(count)/nodes(count)/dtheta
+rho*C*Dv/dt);
}
}
//
// print the output file.
//
if(count%1==0)
{
if(thetacount==1 && (int)bigcount%160000==0)
{
fprintf(fp, "%lf\t", nodes(count));
}
if(thetacount%2==0 && (int)bigcount%160000==0)
{
fprintf(fp,"%lf\t", currenttemps(count)(thetacount));
}
}
}
if((int)bigcount%160000==0 && count%1==0)
fprintf(fp,"\n");
}
//
//print some cambial temperature-time profiles
//
if((int)bigcount%10000==0)
{
fprintf(camb,"\n%lf\t",bigcount*dt);
for(count=2; count<=numtheta;count=count+2)
{
fprintf(camb,"%lf\t",((currenttemps(high)(count)-currenttemps(low)(count))/(nodes(high)nodes(low)))*(cambium-nodes(low))+currenttemps(low)(count));
}
}

}
printf("\n");
fclose(fp);
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fclose(mort);
fclose(camb);
delete () e;
delete () w;
delete () n;
delete () s;
delete () nodes;
delete () front;
delete () blue;
delete () back;
delete () green;
delete () u;
delete () A;
delete () p;
delete () Dx;
delete () surface;
delete () dx;
delete () cntrlsrfcs;
for(i=0;i<=(int)numnodes+1;i++)
{
delete () oldtemps(i);
oldtemps(i)=NULL;
delete () currenttemps(i);
currenttemps(i)=NULL;
delete () mmass(i);
mmass(i)=NULL;
delete () vmass(i);
vmass(i)=NULL;
delete () S(i);
S(i)=NULL;
delete () oldS(i);
oldS(i)=NULL;
delete () kc(i);
kc(i)=NULL;
delete () kr(i);
kr(i)=NULL;
delete () charred(i);
charred(i)=NULL;
delete () dry(i);
dry(i)=NULL;
delete () kcell(i);
kcell(i)=NULL;
delete () moisture(i);
moisture(i)=NULL;
}
delete () oldtemps;
delete () currenttemps;
delete () mmass;
delete () vmass;
delete () S;
delete () oldS;
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delete () kc;
delete () kr;
delete () dry;
delete () charred;
delete () kcell;
delete () moisture;
return 0;
}
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